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TH HIP BETWEE RELIGIOU N S/ PLRITU LlTY 
D RE ILIE E IN COLLEG STUDENT 
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Religi nand spirituality offer powerfu l resources from which people can draw strength 

and support to cope with existential conflicts (Kallampally, Oakes, Lyons, Greer, & 

Gi llespie, 2007). A number oftheorists have linked re ligion and spirituality with 

resilience (Greene & Conrad, 2002), but research is needed that assesses the 

multidimensional nature or religiousness/spirituality and resilience among college 

students . The current study examined the relationship between religiousness/spirituality 

resilience. Three hundred seventy-five women and men from a university sample 

completed a demographics questionnaire, the Brief Multidimensional Measure of 

Religiousness/Spirituality (Fetzer Institute/NIA, 1999) and the Resilience Scale (Wagnild 

& Young, 1993 ). Hypotheses predicted that increases in different dimensions of 

religiousness/spirituality would be related to increases in one 's level ofresilience. 

Results indicated that the following dimensions of religiousness/spirituality were 

significantly related to resilience: daily spiritual experiences, values/beliefs, forgiveness, 

private religious practices, positive coping, religious support, and overall self-ranking. 
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rwo dimcnsi ns were n t i!:,111ificantl related to resili n ·e: organizational religiousness 

and negati\ coping. It was al predicted that overall spiritual elf-ranking ould ha e a 

trongcr po itivc correlation v ith re i lienc than overall religious self-ranking; this 

h) p the i as al o upport d b the data. Implications for theory research, practice, and 

training are offered. 
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H PT R I 

TRODU TIO 

unng r nt y ar p hologist and other mental health practitioners have paid 

incrca ing attention to under tanding and addressing the sacred (Po t & Wade 2009). 

orne f the key factors contributing to this trend include: research findings indicating a 

po iti ve r lationship between religion and health· the majority of the general population 

in the nited States identifying as religious or spiritual; and the dominance of 

multi cultural counseling promoting sensitivity to cultural diversity, which includes 

religion and spirituality (Hage, Hopson, Siefel , Payton, & DeFanti, 2006). 

Religion, according to Saroglou (2002), can be considered a culture due to its 

beliefs, rituals, moral codes, and emotional and communal features. Religion is 

considered to be an integral component of most aspects of people's lifestyle and 

community (Eriksen, Jackson, & Weld, 2008). Considerable numbers of United States 

citizens are involved in religious activities (McCullough, Hoyt, Larson, Koenig, & 

Thoresen, 2000). Kahle and Robbins (2004) used Gallup polls from 1999 to 2001 to 

examine spiritual/religious beliefs and practices in the United States. Polls revealed in 

2001 that as many as 95% of poll participants reported believing in God, 90% reported 

that they engaged in prayer, and 63% believed that religion could remedy all or most of 

today ' s problems. 



Rcligi u and piritual ignificantl impa t human bcha ror 

anti fun · ti ning aucier c' krz pin ka, 2006). uch ,, orld i w b lief: an om r a 

framcw rk f r man que ti n , in luding what th purpo of life is, h " the uni er e 

originated and h '"' L und r tand d ath and inju tice (Arg I & Beit-Hallahmi, 1975). 

fklicf ab ut religion and pi rituality may also provide a safeguard against mortality

ba cd an. i t , augmenting a sense of s curity and safety (Greenberg, Pyszczynski, & 

olom n, 1986), and they may gratify needs for a purpose in life, instilling a sense of 

what i right and wrong (Baumeister, 199 1 ). Religious and spiritual beliefs provide 

human connections and fac ilitate the sharing of a structure of values and rules that is 

required for a social group (Kuczkowski , 1993). Such rul es and values may be the 

primary force from which one's actual behavior is deri ved (Madrzycki, 1996). History 

has demonstrated over time that people have considered religious and spiritual beliefs to 

be fundam ental to who they are (Eriksen et al. , 2008). 

Religion has occupied a place in some of the most notorious events in U.S. 

hi story, as well as punctuating many national conversations. For example, religion played 

a role in the Salem witch trials of 1692, and more recently in the events of 9/11 and the 

ensuing w ars, the debates surrounding evolution and intelligent design, the pro-life and 

pro-choice deliberations, and the discussions over legalizing gay marriage (Kosmin, 
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lay ·r. ' Kt: ar. - 0 I). me author have ugg ted that pirituality and religion ar 

unh ~.:rsnl impul e in people nger. 1966; Wong, 199 . ng r 1966 tated : 

Th rc i that in a [human being's] natur hich prompt him [ i ] to some sort of 

faith and wor hip ... h [ ·ic] r quires the satisfaction and con a lation and 

guidanc . which om from fa ith in th unseen and th eternal. (p. 916) 

More recent! , Wong (1998) agreed: 

Religion has been and remains one of the most potent fo rces in human ex istence 

becau c it is rooted in human nature. Deep within all people, there is a yearning 

for connection with the sacred and the transcendent. Like an orphan, there is a 

vo id, a restl essness compelling individuals to search for their parent, their destiny, 

and their home. Even without being aware of it, people desperately and secretly 

want to believe in God, so that they can have the faith and courage to face the 

unknown. (p. 361) 

Some individuals, particularly those identifying as agnostic or atheist, would 

certainly disagree with the universality of those statements. On the other hand, however, 

statistics demonstrate that religiosity is a major part of many Americans ' lives. Results of 

the 2004 Gallup Organization found that approximately 60% of Americans said that 

religion is very important and more than 8 in 10 Americans identified themselves as 

Christian, at least by birth (The Gallup Organization, 2004). 

Alatas (1977) noted that religion has influenced society in such a widespread and 

profound way that there is almost a consensus among soc ial science scholars (e.g., 
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p ·~ch I g~. . i I g_ . hi t f) and anthr p log that religion ha gr at functional alue . 

1 hough n t all c ntcmp rary ial 'i nti t belie in r ligion. the majority ofthem 

· ckmm I dge the o ial nl!ed f r it. In fact in the mid-20'h c ntury. religion a li ted a 

one r t h un i vcr a! categ ri r cu ltur (Murdock, I 945). There i g neral agreement 

that th rc i no ocict ' ithout religion although there are individuals w ho identify as 

having no uch faith. Bergson ( 1954) wrote, .. . . . we could find today, human soc ieties 

with ncith r i n e nor art nor philo ophy. But there has never been a society without 

religi n" (p. I 02). 

Whi le scholars of the past have noted the relevance of religion and 

spirituality among co1111nW1ities and individuals, incorporating religion into the realm of 

multiculturali sm has been a challenging, arduous task for modem psychologists (Levitt & 

Balkin, 2003 ). The broad-based thrust of the multicultural movement has primarily 

focused on groups of people who share a common ethnicity, nationality, or language. 

Consequently, culture has been viewed as secular and separate from religion (Alexander, 

1995 ; Burke et al., 1999). As Levitt and Balkin pointed out, many people who are 

members of minority groups are excluded when culture is recognized solely through 

ethnicity, nationality, and language. Individuals who are excluded include persons of 

minority faiths , women, the lesbian, gay, bisexual , and transgender (LGBT) community, 

and individuals with disabilities. 

It is important for counseling psychologists to understand the role of religion in a 

multicultural context (Balkin, Schlosser, & Levitt, 2009). The role of religion and 
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·pirituali ty in undcr ·tandin • ultur 1 div r ity wa a kno\ ledg din th Am rican 

P ·) l:h I gi al . · iati n · ( P ) uideline on Multi ultural Educalion. Training, 

Rt!sl!ur h Pra ti e. md Organizational 'hange for P ychologi ts (APA, 2002). Knox, 

atlin. a p ·r. and ·hi r 2005) pointed out howe entia! it i to examine the ways 

in "hi h religion and pi ritual it are incorporated into the theory and practice of 

pr viding unsd ing s r ice . It i also imperative to explore the matmer in which 

piri tualit and r Ii gion affe t c lients (Constantine, Lewis, Conner, & Sanchez, 2000). 

on enti onall y, mental health workers have tried to alleviate existential pain and 

encourage p r ·onal growth by em ploying psychological interventions alone. Only more 

recent! have cl inicians begun to consider spirituality as a potent therapeutic intervention 

(Bergin, Masters, & Richards, 1987). Religion and spirituality offer powerful resources 

from which individuals can draw strength and support to cope with existential conflicts 

(Kallampally et al. , 2007). Spirituality can reduce painful feelings such as anxiety, 

depression, and fear by encouraging positive expressions such as peace, joy, and freedom 

that can bring healing and wholeness to people. Given the importance of faith in many 

people ' s lives, it is critical for counselors to receive clinical training to incorporate 

religion and spirituality in their practice in order for them to have the ability to provide 

both psychological and spiritual interventions (Kallampally eta!. , 2007). 

A number of theorists have made a connection between religion/spirituality and 

resilience (Greene & Conrad, 2002). Resilience has been defined as "the capabili ty of 

individuals to cope successfull y in the face of signi ficant change, adversity or ri sk. This 
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apahdll~ l:hange O\ ·r t1me and i cnhan ed by pr tective facto rs in th indi idual and 

th • ·m ir nm nt'· (~ tcv,:an. Rei . Mangham, 1997. p. 22). Re ilienc ha b en 

tie · ri ~d a a multi Ia cted. global c n truct that i as ociated with arious indi idual 

and multi y tcmic chara t ri tic (Gr ene & onrad). Re ilience is consid red a tluid and 

dynamic pro c ·s - procc ·s that, hil e not quite full y understood, helps individuals, 

familie ·. and c mmuniti o ercome adversity and carry on with life (Dyer & 

M uines . 1996). 

Rc carch on res ilience began with developmental studies of children living in 

und rpri ileged or unsafe conditions, and has documented that people have the capacity 

to o rcome arious types of risk factors - conditions or critical events that increase 

one's likelihood to develop a problem (Fraser, 1997; Werner & Smith, 1992). Protective 

factors - conditions that buffer or prevent problems from developing- have also been 

identified through research (Greene, Galambos, & Lee, 2003). Clinical observations 

(Wolin & Wolin, 1995) and research findings have led theorists to realize that people can 

be resilient. That is, individuals may have the ability to overcome adversity and transform 

themselves (Bernard, 1993, 1997; Saleebey, 1993, 1997). Scholars continue to discover 

factors that promote resilience, which has sparked an interest in exploring how the 

strengths-based construct of resilience can be used to promote individuals' competence 

(Greene et al. , 2003). According to Fraser, Richman, and Galinsky (1999), " Ifwe can 

understand what helps some people to function well in the context of high adversity, we 

may be able to incorporate knowledge into new practice strategies (p. 136). 
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Th ori t hav n ~ptu lized r ilicnce a in ol ing int mal factor i.e., 

temperament and attitud ·) and c t mal fact rs i .. community or n ighborh od ell

being). Re ilienc i- al o n id r d t be a phenomenon that an occur acros th 

lifespan (Ore nc tal.. 200" . ·aith piritualit and th capacity to make m aning out of 

traumatic e ent ha e also b n di cu ed as factor in olved in the development of 

resilience (Angell , Denni , & Dumain 1998· Frankl 1946/1984; Lifton, 1993). Other 

scholars have identified caring r lat ionships (Ainsworth, 1989) and strong support 

networks as important features that promote resilience (Steele & Steele, 1994). 

Greene and Conrad (2002) asserted that resilience is a biopsychosocial and 

spiritual phenomenon. In an attempt to fully understand individuals, religion and 

spirituality are increasingly identified as elements of the helping process (Canda & 

Furman, 1999; Haight, 1998). Canda and Furman noted that religion involves 

transformational and adaptive qualities, and according to Greene and Conrad, "it is these 

transcendent, adaptive, transformational, and often religious qualities that are most 

s ociated with resilience" (p. 47). Other scholars have proposed that spirituality is a 

fundamental type of resilience that may serve as a useful resource during times of 

personal crisis (Angell et al. , 1998). 

Despite the increased attention that is now directed toward the construct of 

r ·.· iliencc combined with the accompanying empirical data, there is no all-encompassing 

th · ry of res ilience (Greene & Conrad, 2002). Resilience continues to be broadly defined 

1 r.1 ·~r ct al., 1999), and terms such as adaptation , persistence and positive coping are 
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dit:n u: ·d inter ·hang bl) (Winfield, 1994 . In pite of the e ambiguitie , theori ts 

i: ipline have mad • ignificant contribution to th growing kno ledge base for 

under ·tanding n.: iii n e ( ' r n & onrad, 2002). Man theori st con ider thi s 

knowledg ba c ad quately ompr hen i e to offer guidelines for mental health practic 

and p li (B gun. 1993; Fra er et aJ. , 1999· Grotberg, 1995 ; Masten, 1994; Miller & 

1clnto h. 1999). 

cording to Garmez ( 1993), research on resilience has centered around 

an ering two major questions : (1) What are the risk factors of children, families, and 

en ironments that predi spose children to maladjustment following experiences of 

adver ity? (2) What are the protective factors that protect them from such maladjustment? 

Researchers have attempted to answer these questions by investigating various 

individual , family , and community life factors to decide what is likely to lead to adaptive 

or maladaptive behavior. Those factors that emerge as strengths or positive features in 

their individual and environmental circumstances that ameliorate risks are referred to as 

resilient (Fraser, 1997; Masten, 1994). 

Grotberg (1995) asserted that resilience continues to be a familiar word in the 

everyday English language despite the fact that there is no consensus about its definition, 

nor do some languages have an equivalent word. Although there continues to be 

confusion about the domain covered by the construct of resilience, Stewart et al. ( 1997) 

identified several common themes in the literature following an extensive review of 

various definitions of resilience. One common theme is that resilience can be viewed as a 
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·c mplc. intern ·ti n etw en rtain indi idual and en ironmentaJ characteri tic . 

:\nother th me i that re ·iii n involves a balance bet een stres and the ability to cope. 

Rc ilicncc i !so \'i wed a · dynami and depend nt up n life context. n additional 

theme f rc ·ilicncc i that ri k fac tor and protective factors play a role in r silience. 

Also, n; ilicn e is con idered de elopmental. uccess is viewed as strengthening 

comp tcnce . A final th me that tewart et al. noted was that resilience is most significant 

at life tran ition . 

copious am ount of literature examining the relationship between religion and 

spiritual it and health currently exists. Research demonstrates that religion and 

spiritua lity can have both positive and negative effects on physical and mental health. 

While the majority of research emphasized the positive health benefits of religion and 

spirituality, the underlying mechanisms of these relationships are not clearly understood. 

Nwn erous studies have been conducted that support the notion that religion and 

spirituality can contribute to resilience during times of crisis and/or trauma. One area that 

has not been explicitly explored is the relationship between levels of 

religiousness/spirituality and resilience among college students. Research has indicated 

that college students have elevated levels of spiritual interest and involvement, are highly 

involved in religion, and report substantial commitment to their religious beliefs and 

practices (Astin, Astin, Lindholm, & Bryant, 2005). Therefore, the purpose of this study 

was to fill in this gap in the literature by exan1ining this relationship and detem1ining the 

subsequent implications for theory, practice, research, and training. 
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W OF TH ~ LIT RAT RE 

Religion and pirituality 

Defining nctigion/R ligiosity!Rcligiousnes 

Wh n ·tud ing a con truct as ast as religiosity it is imperative to examine 

ritically the lit raturc to form a comprehensive definition that encompasses the scope 

and br adth of the term . The tenns religious, religiosity, and religiousness appear 

throughout the literature, and each term has separate, yet often overlapping, definitions. 

Before attempting to define such universally broad constructs as religion and spirituality, 

it is important to acknowledge the Christian bias that exists in the majority of the Western 

literature regarding these topics. Terms such as God, church, and Bible are commonly 

used in the literature. While such terms disregard a vast number of religions, they will be 

used throughout this paper when the authors cited have used them in their research. Such 

terms indicate that the authors were studying primarily Judea-Christian populations and 

may also explicitly reflect a Christian bias. The religion-specific terms used by the 

original authors of the literature will be used. 

Religion has been defined as "a system of beliefs in a divine or superhuman 

power, and practices of worship or other rituals directed toward such a power" (Argyle & 

Beit-Hallahmi, 1975, p . I). The focus on rituals and worship entail s community ac tivity 

that connects and ties people together. The word religion comes from Latin religio , 
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Jeri\ ·J fr m ligu \\hi h mean .. to ti or bind'' ( auci r & krz pin ka. 2006, p. 1259). 

Rdigi n ha been ailed .. th up maturaL th ultimate, the in titutional th r edal, the 

ritual. the c pericntial. the cthi al, the temperam ntal. and the directional" (Pargament, 

I ~99, p. 4 . Pargamcnt ( 1997) deftn d religion as "a search for significance in ways 

rdatcd to th cr d" (p. 17). A ording to th author, this definition includes the 

run tiona! and sub tan ti e traditions of the psychology of religion (Pargament, 1999). 

The a t majority of definitions of religion refer to a beli ef in a personal deity or some 

supernatural entit (E riksen et al., 2008). The definitions that refer to such a deity or 

entit r grenably exc lude faith communities that do not necessarily require belief in a 

deity, uch as Buddhi sm and Unitarian Universalism (Stifoss-Hanssen, 1999). 

arlier literature addressed psychology 's debate over defining religion. Clark 

( 1958) asserted that religion is the most difficult word to define for three reasons: (1) 

Religion is a highly individualized inward and subjective construct; (2) People feel 

incredibly strongly about their religion; and (3) The concept of religion is largely 

influenced by the agenda of the person creating the definition. Clark noted that scholars 

define religion according to their own purposes. Clark further suggested that the field of 

psychology's definitions of religion may be divided into three types. The first type of 

definition refuses to divide religion from other aspects of psychic life. The second type of 

definition emphasizes the social aspect of religion and tends to view religion as evolving 

from the give-and-take between human beings. For example, Durkheim (1915) argued 

that religion is a completely social phenomenon , and Ames ( 191 0) defined religion as 
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.. th C n: ' IC U llt.: f the highe t ciaJ aJu ·· p. 168). Th third type of definition 

nd th ire. p ricn e , a r ligiou e peri n e ar characterized a 

hig.hl) p •r · nal and indi idualiz d. Thi third t p of definition ha cau ed some 

p ych \ id defining religion at all (e.g., Allport 1950). 

Jame · (I 902) defined r I igion as· the fi elings acts, and experiences of individual 

men [ ·i j in their olitud , so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to 

whate cr the rna con ider the divine" (p. 31). Pratt's (1920) conceptualization of 

r ligion included both the per onal and socio logical definitions of religion : 'the serious 

and social attitude of individuals or communities toward the power or powers which they 

conceive a having ultimate control over their interests and destinies" (p. 2). Clark (1958) 

defined religion as "most characteristically the inner experience of the individual when he 

[sic] senses a Beyond, especially as evidenced by the effect of this experience on his [sic] 

behavior w hen he [sic] actively attempts to harmonize his [sic] life with the Beyond" (p. 

22) . Clark admitted that his definition was not proposed to end all discussion. He warned: 

"religion is too large and inclusive a term to be stringently confined within any definition 

suitable for the use of a psychologist" (p. 22). 

Definitions of religiousness can range from abstract to concrete and can be 

prescriptive, metaphysical , inner-motivation-oriented, relationship-oriented, and 

existential-quest-oriented (Zinnbauer, Pargament, & Scott, 1999). Even today, scholars 

continue to allocate diverse meanings to the term religiousness (Pargament, Sullivan 

Balzer, Van Haitsma, & Raymark, 1995; Zinnbauer, 1999). Other scholars have defined 
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rdigic u n~ ' a b li f y tern that empha ize authentic de otion and religion as an end 

rather than am an . u uall linked with po iti ere ult i . . , r ligion s r e a a primary 

moti \ uting f r ; religion i link d ~ ith trait uch a compa ion, humility and lo e of 

one· s nc ighb r : lip rt & R , 1967· Maltb 1999). 

l".ngebrct on (2002 broad! summarized the literature on religiosity to indicate 

"acccptan f and a le cl of practical commitment to a religious tradition" (p. 58). Other 

author ha e defined r ligiosit as ' ·the extent to which an individual is committed to the 

reli gion h or he profl sses and its teaching, such that his or her attitudes and behaviors 

refl ect thi commitment" (Pearce, Little, & Perez, 2003 p. 267). These definitions are 

cons idered problems of tautology because they use a word to define themselves. Davis, 

Kerr, and Kurpius (2003) asserted that religiosity denotes "allegiance to a particular 

system of faith and worship"; the authors further characterized religious beliefs as 

"adherence to a set of sacred doctrines or membership in a body of people who share 

similar beliefs about God, holy observance, and morality" (p. 358). Kliewer, Wade, and 

Worthington (2003) described religiosity as "the individual and corporate search for the 

sacred that has been formalized into an institution" (p. 859). 

A common theme throughout the literature when defining religiosity is level of 

adherence to the doctrine or principles to which faith of choice acribes. Another theme is 

the formalized nature and theological structure inherent in religion . For the purpose of 

this dissertation, religiosity will be defined as level of commitment to the system of faith 

and worship to which individuals ascribe, and the degree to which this conunitment 
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1111pact tt itud lid , and behavior . This d finition is partial! deri ed from Pearce 

et al.' (_00"') c n cptualization o f the con truct and n ompas es th a t range of 

rdigio u · bc lier and lraditi n that xi t within o iety. 

Defining acrcd 

The t rm sacred i oft n used in defin itions of religion and spirituality. According 

to the .Herriam-Websrer 's Online Dictionary (20 11) the sacred means ' dedicated or set 

upart for the ervi e or worship of a deity,' or "entitled to reverence and respect." Sacred 

can al o r fer to things that are devoted exclusively to one service or use. While the 

sacred can include concepts of higher powers, such as the divine, the transcendent, and 

God (Pargament, Magyar-Russell, & Murray-Swank, 2005), the term does not always 

in olve the notion of a higher power. Durkheim (1915) argued, "by sacred things one 

must not understand simply those personal beings which are called gods or spirits" (p. 

52). 

Researchers have noted that the sacred also includes objects that are considered to 

have a sacred status through their association with, or representation of the divine 

(Mahoney et al., 1999; Pargarnent, 1999). Theorists have identified several classes of 

objects that are experienced or perceived as sacred (LaMothe, 1998; Paden, 1992; 

Pargament & Mahoney, 2002). These classes of objects include: space and time (the 

Sabbath, houses of worship), transitions and events (birth, coming of age, death), people 

(cult leaders, saints), material objects (drugs, crucifix), cultural products (music, 

literature), social attributes (caste, patriotism), psychological attributes (meaning, self-
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a tualizati n . and r le (par nting. marriage work). n bject that are often 

pcrcci\'cd t b · ' ular .g., war, ports, xual intercour e) can acquire sacred alue 

"hen they arc a ciated v. ith the di in (Pargarnent et al. , 2005). 

Pargament and coli agues (2005) posited that 'religion appears in many forms, 

traditional and n ntraditionaL functional and d sfunctional" (p. 668). Many theorists 

have prop ed that the common denominator fundamental to the multitude of religious 

ex pres IOn and the factor that distinguishes religious journeys from others is the sacred 

(Ourkheim 19 15; Eliade, 1957; Paden, 1992; Pargament, 1997, 1999). These theorists 

have sugg sted that the sacred is the core of life. Eliade ( 1957) wrote: "The sacred is 

equi alent to a power and , in the last analysis, to reality. The sacred is saturated with 

being. Sacred power means reality and at the same time enduringness and efficacity" (p. 

13). Pargament et al. (2005) suggested that the sacred serves as religion's unique point of 

reference. Paden (1992) defined the sacred as "the overarching common denominator of 

all religious life" (p. 71). 

Defining Spirituality 

Spirituality is another abstract, often vaguely-defined, term that will be used 

throughout this research. Definitions vary widely according to author and field of study; 

however, there are some overarching themes throughout the definitions of the term. 

Spirituality is typically conceptualized with a focus on the individual and subjective 

experience (Saucier & Skrzypinska, 2006). The term spirituality comes from Latin 

spiritus, in turn from spirare (to breathe; Wulff, 1997). Spirituality has been broadly 
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deli ned a. ··· tran c ·ndent dim n ion wi thin human p rience ... di co erect in moments 

in'' hi ·h the indi' idua l qu ti on th meaning of p r anal e i t nee and attempts to place 

thl.' ·elf \\ ithi n a broader nt I g i al conte ·t · ( hafranske & Gorsuch, 1984, p. 23 1 ). 

' piritu lily ha b end fined b aughan ( 199 1) ma r specifically as "a subjective 

ex pen en f the a red" ' (p. 1 05). anda and Furman ( 1999) reviewed the social work 

litcratur n ·pirituali t and identified recurring premises related to the definition, the 

mo ·t ret e ant being .. an asp ct of a person or group dealing with a search for meaning, 

m ral fram work , and re lati on hips with others, including ultimate reality" (p. 44). 

ccord ing t Kahle and Robbins (2004) spirituality is "a uniquely personal and 

subjecti e exp rience of God" (p. 2). This definition has limitations because many people 

who might describe themselves as spiritual might not endorse belief in a deity. Further, 

this definition al so reflects the J udeo-Christian bias since those of other faith groups use 

alternate names (e.g. , Allah, Zeus, Buddha) to refer to their deities. 

Engebretson (2002) viewed spirituality as "a sense of relatedness to something 

which is beyond, yet connected to the self, and which is approachable through life 

experience" (p. 58). Ellison ( 1983) defined spirituality in an existential manner as "the 

capacity to find purpose and meaning beyond one's self and the immediate" (p. 338). A 

more traditional conceptualization was given by Miller and Martin (1988) as the inner 

experience of "acknowledging a transcendent being, power or reality greater than 

ourselves" (p. 200). Noam and Wolf (1993) defined spirituality as "the search for 

meaning in the face of mortality" (p . 194 ). 
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P rg: m ·nt 199 p int "d out that man d finitions of spiritual it are functiona l 

in nature. and n:idcrcd pirituality to b as arch for ariou goa ls. He sugge ted that 

·uch d 'finiti n · I ck b undarie be au the pr surne that virtually any path can be 

tal-en in . t:arch f mt:aning, communit • or s If. To address this problem, Pargament 

delincd ·piritu lity a · ··a carch for the acred" (p. 12). He also viewed spirituality as the 

m ·t cntrul function of religion, or "the heart and soul ofreligion" (p. 13). 

'pi rituality ha been u ed throughout the research to denote the sacred dimension 

of li fe. whi h may or may not be related to a particular faith tradition (Engebretson, 

2002). Wh il arious definitions have been offered to encompass the abstract concept of 

spiri tuality, Pargament 's ( 1999) understanding of the concept will be used for the 

purposes of thi s dissertation. This definition - a search for the sacred - is not intrinsically 

tied to religion. 

While some scholars advocate for clear distinction between the terms religion and 

spirituality, Pargament (1999) noted the dangers inherent in polarizing the terms. First, 

the author noted, religion has been defined as the ritual, the organizational, and the 

ideological. Secondly, spirituality is considered to encompass the loftier/functional side 

of life; spirituality is viewed as a search for meaning, connectedness, unity, 

transcendence, and the highest of human potential. Wulff (1997) pointed out that 

spirituality is described more and more as a dynamic process, while religion is evolving 

from what was formerly viewed as a dynamic process (a verb) to a static entity (a noun). 
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Pargamcnt 19 ) n ted th l ~ pirituality and religiousne are graduall taking on 

poslll\c and n "g ti\'C c nnot ti n . H ummarized thi dilemma: 

In hon. religion i mo' ing from a broadband construct that includes both the 

instituti nal and the indi idua l, th good and the bad to a narrowband construct 

that ha to d with th institutional side of life a side of li fe that often restricts 

and inhibits human p tential. pirituality, on the other hand is becoming 

di ff rentiated from relig ion as an indi vidual expression that speaks to the greatest 

of our capaci ties. (p . 6) 

Pargament ( 1999) proposed several reasons why the definitions of 

re ligion and spiritua li ty may be evolving. According to him, the change in meanings may 

be a refl cti on of large-scale sociodemographic changes. Pargan1ent noted that 

boundaries between countries and cultures have become more open, leading to a rise in 

Eastern religions and alternative religious beliefs in the U.S . and Europe. Alternative 

quasi-re ligious movements in the U.S. and Europe have also brought about changes in 

labels and meanings of the constructs or religion and spirituality. The rise of 12-step 

programs is a notable example. The changes may also be viewed as part of a religious 

revitalization movement. He suggested that the movement toward spirituality can also be 

looked at as part of the sociocultural trend toward individualization and 

deinstitutionalization. For example, Roof (1993) reported that baby boomers within the 

U.S.- a group known to be wary of various institutions - are especially likely to identi fy 

as spiritual rather than religious and to pursue highl y individualized beliefs and practi ces. 
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Th · Rclation~ hip B tw en Religion and pirituality 

A great de· I f attcnti n h b n de oted to the diffi rentiation betw en reli gion 

and ·piritu lit) (llill ' Pargamcnt , 2003: Larson, wyer & McCullough, 1998; Miller 

· I h lf • en. - 0 ). Thcr ha b en a growing trend to conceptualize spirituality and 

rdigiou nc · a two separat and di tinct ,, ays of relating to the sacred (Emblem, 1992). 

\Vhilc b th deal v. ith th aered, n nmaterial aspects of life, current scholars tend to 

rcc gni?-c rcligi u nes a a oc ial phenomenon associated with an organization that has a 

hi tory, doctrinal beli efs, and sometimes with an established hierarchy or congregational 

leaders. piri tua lity is identified as more individualistic, personal, and subjective with 

le emphasis on the organization of the group (Masters eta!. , 2009). Religion and 

spirituality have both been conceptualized as being characterized by the journey to find 

that which is sacred; however, according to some authors, there are differences in the 

institutionalization and formality of the quest (Van Dyke & Elias, 2007). 

Spirituality and religion are not necessarily exclusive (Farley, 2007). While there 

are significant differences between the two, a considerable amount of overlap does exist. 

Religion incorporates spiritual beliefs and practices into social institutions, and involves 

the support of community and traditions that are upheld over time (Canda & Furman, 

1999). Spirituality alone does not necessarily involve these establishments. According to 

Kahle and Robbins (2004), religion can be the explicit and concrete manifestation of 

spirituality. Farley (2007) noted that spirituality can be attained through formal structures 

as found in religion or informal experiences that are unique to the individual. Oftentimes, 
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r'ligi n anc.J ·piritu lity are inten oven; nonethele s spiritualit doe not neces arily 

in\l)h c n.:ligi n, and religion d not nece aril in ol e pirituality. Thus, people can 

he religi u ·but not piritual , r piritua l but not religiou . Individ uals can also be both 

n:ligi ms and piritual, with the two intertwining. 

l"hc di tincti n about hich individuals identify with one term or another 

''a · tkm n !rated in Ma tcr et al. s (2009) research. In their study of college students, 

participant were a k d to what extent they considered themselves to be spiritual and to 

what ex tent they con idered themselves to be religious. A fourfold typology with splits 

bctv\'cen r spon e · of s lightl y and moderately disclosed that 52.1% identified themselves 

a neither sp iritual nor re ligious (i.e., scored not at all or slightly religious on both items), 

25.9% identified as both religious and spiritual, I 5.8% considered themselves spiritual 

but not rel igious, and only 5.9% identified as religious but not spiritual. Of this sample, 

65% indicated they were raised in the Christian tradition ( 44% Catholic, 19% Protestant 

or nondenominational) and 55% (34% Catholic, I 9.6% Protestant or nondenominational) 

indicated that they currently identified with their faith of origin. Fifteen percent indicated 

they were raised Jewish, and about the same percentage indicated that they currently 

identified themselves as Jewish . The remaining participants were characterized as none 

(I 1% raised, 20% current), Buddhist (3% raised, 2% current), other (3% raised, 4% 

cunent), Muslim (1% raised, 1% current), or Hindu (1% raised, 1% current). 

Using a diverse sample of participants drawn from a wide range of religious 

backgrounds, Zinnbauer and colleagues (1997) reported that 78% of pa r1icipants 
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idl!ntili~d - religiou , \\hile r 90% of participant identifi d as spiri tual. Pre ious 

studie · tinct al.. _005; W lkcr, Ainette, Will , & Mendoza 2007) ha e indicated that 

thi tlifTcn:ntiation m ' ha e pr di ti e value regarding health-related behaviors. For 

cxampl , p rticipant identif ing a spiritual or religious were more likely to maintain a 

hea lthy diet and le s like! to drink or smoke (Astin et al.). Saucier and Skrypinska 

(2006) r c ntl pres nted the relevance ofthe differentiation of religion and spirituality 

regarding per onality dimensions such as Openness to Experience and Authoritarianism. 

ing a large sample of U.S. adults, Saucier and Skrzypinska (2006) 

demonstrated that subjective spirituality and tradition-oriented religiousness are 

empirically highly independent and have clearly different correlates in the personality 

domain , indicating that people with different dispositions lean toward different styles of 

religious/spiritual beliefs. Tradition-oriented religiousness (TR) was conceptualized by 

the authors as involving "a reliance on trusted sources of authority (such as scriptures or a 

church) that are a shared reference point for a group of individuals- these sources 

providing clarity but also an impetus for conformity" (p. 1262). Subjective spirituality 

(SS) was considered "a more subjectivist and individualized approach that involves more 

reliance on private imagination and intuition, more egalitarianism, more nonconformism, 

and more of a questioning attitude toward status-quo collective norms" (p. 1262). Saucier 

and Skrzypinska found that TR was associated with authoritarianism and traditionalism 

and moderately associated with collectivism versus individualism and with low Openness 

to Experience. SS was associated with absorption (as measured by the Absorption scale 
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from th· tultidimcn i nal Per · nalit u tionnaire r lleg n 1982)) dis o iation 

fantu ·) -pr nen · , ·up r ·titi u · r magical beli f: , eccentricity and high penn s to 

h .. pcri~::n . I h r' ult of thi · tud indicat d that Tradi tion-oriented R ligiousne sand 

.'ubjc · ti\ pirituulity are high I independent dim nsions. According to the author the 

two dimcn i n of r li gious/ pi ritual beli fs are related so considerably with personality, 

there i rea n t believe the are themselves aspects of personality. The authors also 

a crtcd tha t e en if th y are not di tinct features of personality, they seem to encapsulate 

·ignili ant di po ition of indi iduals. 

ther re earchers have reported empirical support for the notion that religion and 

pirituali ty o erlap with personality. Behavioral genetics research has indicated that 

religiosity (not including denominational affiliation) is significantly heritable by 

mechanisms independent of commonly-studied personality traits (D'Onofrio, Eaves, 

Murrelle, Maes, & Spilka, 1999; Kendler, Gardner, & Prescott, 1997). While religious 

affi liation appears to be culturally based, D ' Onofrio et al. found that religious attitudes 

can be explained by genetic factors. In their study of religiosity, Koenig, McGue, 

Krueger, and Bouchard (2005) administered self-report inventories of the importance of 

religion in the lives of 169 identical and 104 fraternal twins and their parents. Results 

indicated a significant heritability of religiosity. Findings also suggested that identical 

twins maintain comparable levels of religious interest whereas fraternal twins tend to 

diverge over their lifetimes. Such findings suggested that religious beliefs learned or 
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cnfon:d m childh d that d n t orr late with intrinsic religiou fe lings will tend to 

t:tdc a th • p rs n gr \\ older. 

· h l'urp , c · and hnportanc of Religion in People' Li c 

Whil' many h Iars ha e ac cpted the futility of creating a comprehensive 

deliniti n f r ligion du to it complex and diverse nature, they have attempted to 

recogniL it tra it ' or c mm n denominators. Differential emphasis has been given to the 

importanc f these traits. Durkheim ( 1915) emphasized the dichotomy of the profane 

and the acred. Other scholar have emphasized dependence on and fear of a supernatural 

b ing or forces. It is believed that religion has been present since the earliest times 

(Aiatas, 1977). Remote ancestors of modern human beings were thought to have followed 

some type of religion because evidence demonstrates that their dead were buried in a 

specific position with tools placed at their sides, suggesting belief in an after-life (James, 

1957). Though it is impossible to typify all traits or common denominators of phenomena 

included in religion, scholars have been able to clearly distinguish religion from other 

types of human behavior and psychology (Alatas, 1977). Alatas attempted to summarize 

the function of religion: 

Broadly speaking, the function religion performs in collective and individual 

human life is that of integration, either the integration of group life as described 

by Durkheim, or the integration of individual life as depicted in the writings of 

William James, G. W. Allport, E. Fromm or C. G. Jung. Many aspects of life have 

to be given meaning, related to each other, to form a cohesive harmony for ocial 
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' lidari t) . r hc..: rc i al the tight again t e il. o ociety and no indi idual can 

li\'C "hc..:rc thcrc..: i ' no ri ght and no wrong, no good and no bad. A differentiation 

c I' a 'tion a ord ing to ri g ht and wrong i one of the fundamental categories of 

human I i fc. an integral part of what we call conscience. While particular 

on epti n , of ri ght and " rong, good and bad may differ the sense and 

ignifican e of uch a basic differentiation remains universal. Religion answers 

thi n d b ' providing normative moral codes clearly demarcating the good from 

th c i I. (p. 2 I 7) 

Mali now ki ( 1955) also discussed religion 's positive integrative function when 

d scribing how li fe e ents such as conception, pregnancy, birth , puberty, and marriage 

often evoke religious customs and beliefs. He also discussed the ways in which religious 

beliefs can help counteract feelings of fear, dismay, and demoralization during funeral 

ceremonies . Malinowski suggested that death ceremonies help tum negative impulses of 

horror and dread of death into positive psychological reactions of accepting death and 

infusing it with meaning. He stated, " religion, by sacralizing and thus standardizing the 

other set of impulses, bestows on man [sic] the gift of mental integrity" (p. 53). 

While religion does tend to permeate and embrace almost all areas of life 

particularly among traditional societies - it is important to acknowledge that there is the 

notable exception of Western society which includes an influential non-religious 

segment. While the majority of individuals in the West still believe that their worldviews 

are based on religion, the non-religious segment is growing. According to the 2009 
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\m ·n an R ligi u ld ntiJi at ion urve , the number of Am rican who claim no 

rl!hgi u affi li ti n h aim t d ubi d since 1990 rising from 8 to 15% (Meacham & 

Urn).- 'parat Pe\\ F rum poll , al o condu ted in the U .. reported similar 

finding , indi ating that th p r ntage of people who claim they are not affi liated with 

any particular faith ha doubled in recent years to 16%. Further the number of people 

"ho idcntif a thei t or agno tic has increased about fourfold from 1990 to 2009, from 

I million to appr imately 3.6 mi llion (Meacham & Gray). 

ther findings of the 2009 American Religious Identification Survey indicated 

that fewer people are identifying as Christian (Meacham & Gray, 2009). The percentage 

of self-identified Christians dropped 10 percentage points since 1990, from 86 to 76%. 

The percentage of people identifying as Jewish was 1.2%, and 0.6% identified as 

Muslim . A recent Newsweek Poll reported that fewer people now view the United States 

as a .. Christian nation" (p. 11) (62% in 2009 versus 69% in 2008). Sixty-eight percent of 

participants (two-thirds of the public) reported that religion is "losing influence" (p. 11) 

in American society, while only 19% said that religion's influence is on the rise. This 

same poll also reported that the proportion of Americans who think religion "can answer 

all or most oftoday's problems" is at a historic low of 48% (Meacham & Gray). 

Pargament (1997) found that certain communities are more likely to use religious 

coping when confronted with hardship. In particular, women, elderly people, African 

Americans, widowed individuals, and those with fewer financial and social resources are 
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rnon: Ill lincJ l rei) on religi n during difficult situation . Gallup poll have upported 

tht.: -c linJtng · a \\ell. 

iallup (_006) aggr g t d m r than 11,000 inter iews conducted o era period of 

lour ~car · in rdcr t examine \'ari ati n in elf-reported importance of religion across 

subgroup fthl..! nitcd tate population. ome s ignificant findings resulted from this 

large-· ak analy is. ind icating age, gender thnicity education, income, and geographic 

loculi n p lay a r le in e l f-r ported importance of religion. Older individuals living in the 

.•. were mu h more likely than younger Americans to say that religion is very 

important in the ir li ves . The most significant differences were found at the extreme ends 

of the ag pectrum: less than half of respondents ages 18-29 reported that religion was 

very important, while over 70% of respondents age 65 and older reported that religion 

was very important in their lives. 

It is important to note that the Gallup poll findings are based on the response to 

the question "How important would you say religion is in your own life- very important, 

fairly important, or not very important?" and the responses reported here only include 

those who answered "very important." When looking at respondents ages 18-29, 47% of 

respondents reported that religion was very important and 31% reported that religion was 

fairly important. Thus, 78% of respondents in this age group placed some importance on 

religion. These findings are comparable to Astin et aJ. 's (2005) findings, which indicated 

that 83% of college students believed in the sacredness of life, 80% were interested in 

spirituality, and 76% were searching for meaning/purpose in life. 
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In additi n t g . gender was al o high! orrelat d with religion according to 

th ' rc ·ult I thi n I) si ' G II up. 2006). Women were more lik I than men to report 

that f'li 'ion i ' v~.:ry important in their liv s (66% rsus 5 1%) and w re less likely than 

men to ·,: religion "a not v r important ( l 0% rsus 20%). A detailed investigation of 

thc data reveal d thi s gend r di ffi renee in self-reported importance of religion was 

con ·i ·tent aero all age group . ducation was also a factor in self-reported importance 

of religion : re pondent were increasingly less likely to say religion is important in their 

live a · th ir level of educational achievement increased. Eleven percent of respondents 

v ith a high school education or less reported that religion was not very important in their 

li ves, compared to 16% of those with some college, 18% of college graduates, and 21% 

of those wi th a post-graduate education. However, even among individuals with a post 

graduate education, 79% of respondents still placed some importance on religion. 

Correspondingly, as level of income increased, self-reported importance of religion 

decreased. 

According to the Gallup (2006) poll analysis, race and ethnicity were also 

strongly correlated with self-reported importance ofreligion. Overall, Non-Hispanic 

Blacks in the U.S. were much more likely than Whites, White Hispanics, or Asians to 

report that religion is very important in their lives. Eighty-five percent of Blacks - the 

highest percentage of any demographic group analyzed in this research - reported that 

religion is very important in their lives, compared to 56% of non-Hispanic Whites and 

56% of Hispanics. Of note, only Engli sh-speaking Hispanics were included for most 
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un ) in ~ hi h the c d ta were a umuJated hich could strongly bias these findings. 

F rty-fl ur ~r cnt f ian r p rted that religion was very important in their Jives. A 

limit. ti n f th • · ~ finding \ a that onl four raciaVethnic groups are represented which 

n repr ented v ithin these categories. Geographic location within 

tr ngl related to self-reported importance of religion with 71% of 

pc pi li ing in tl1e outh, 60% of those living in the Midwest, 51% of those living in the 

·a t. and 4 % f th se li ing in the West reporting that religion is very important in their 

Ji e. 

Religion, pirituality, and Mental Health 

The majority of research findings on religion and health have generally indicated 

that increased spirituality and religiousness are associated with positive health benefits 

(Koenig, 2005). Koenig, McCullough, and Larson (2001) identified 724 quantitative 

studies of religion and health published during the 20111 century. The authors reported that 

66% found a statistically significant relationship between religion and improved mental 

health, increased social support, and/or decreased substance abuse. Numerous 

epidemiological and clinical studies have demonstrated the generally positive impact of 

religious belief, affiliation, and involvement on mental health outcomes (Ayele, 

Mulligan, Gheorghiu, & Reyes-Ortiz, 1999; Bussema & Bussema, 2000; Cohen et al. , 

2005; Ferriss, 2002; Levin & Chatters, 1998a; Yoon, 2005), even when such studies 

were not directly oriented toward the effects of religion (Levin & Chatters 1998b). 
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A~ I • •t I. c cd th r ligiou acti itie and p rceptions of physician 

and older P• ti ·nt · l dct mtine whcth r religiou acti ities were associated with life 

satisfa ti n. , , em. -fin! percent f ph icians and 86% of patients reported using 

religiou a ·ti\ it) n a ·oping re urce. po iti e correlation between intrinsic religious 

activit e.g .. Bi ble reading. pra cr) and li fe satisfaction was also fatmd among both 

patient nd ph} . icimts. ye l and colleagues also concluded that even after controlling 

for gender. gc, h a lth , and mari ta l tatus, intrinsic religious activity remained a predictor 

of higher life sati fa ti n. 

Bus ema and u ema (2008) examined the role of religion/spirituality in 

recovery fr m mental illness in the li ves of 58 people participating in a psychiatric 

rehabilitation program. eventy-one percent of the participants reported that 

religion/spirituality played a significant role in their recovery. 

Cohen et al. (2005) noted that one way in which religiosity may enhance well

being is by decreasing fear of death. The authors examined the relationships between 

intrinsic and extrinsic religiosity, afterlife belief, death anxiety, and life satisfaction in 

young Catholics and Protestants. Life satisfaction was negatively correlated with death 

anxiety and positively correlated with belief in the afterlife in both Catholics and 

Protestants. According to Wilkinson (2004), faith serves as the principal guiding factor of 

personal identity for people with intrinsic religious orientations; faith serves more 

primary social or personal goals for people with extrinsic religious orientations. 
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1 rn · <- _) c amtn d ata from th 197_- J 96 eneral ociaJ urv y 

' umulattn: hk. 1 he c data indi ated that happin i ass ciated with the frequency of 

attendance at rcligiou ·en i c ·, d n minational preferen e. and doctrinal prefer nee. 

llappinc · \\ · al as · ciated with parti ul ar b lie f: that ar related to religion. For 

example. happine · '"'a· a o iat d with the beli f that the world is evil or good, but not 

the belief in imm rtalit ft r re i ' ing the data from the Cumulative File along with 

relevant pr viou tudi , Ferri s concluded : 

ur c nccption of the ·good life rests heavily upon Judea-Christian ideals; 

re ligiou organi zation contribute to the integration of the community, hence 

enhancing the quality of life ; since frequency of attendance is imperfectly 

associated with the quality of life, other influences are at work; the doctrine ofthe 

religion may attract persons of happy disposition; religion may explain a purpose 

in life that fosters well-being; and others. (p. 199) 

Levin and Chatters (1998a) investigated the effects of religious 

involvement on health status and psychological well-being using data on older adults 

from three national probability surveys: the Myth and Reality of Aging (N = 2, 797), the 

Quality of American Life (N= 1,209), and Americans' Changing Lives (N= 1,669) 

studies. The authors used a proposed theoretical model that specified direct effects of 

religiosity on health and well-being and indirect effects on well-being through health. 

Results indicated the presence of statistically significant religious effects, notably 

positive net effects of organizational religiosity, in all three san1ples. 
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Y n(2 . amm the r I r religiousne s/ pirituality and subjective well-

being among pc pie li\ ing v, ith I II I lD in rural communi tie . onsistent with 

pn:'i u tinding ·(Kcmppaincn,_QQJ; e nnanetal. 1999) resultsofYoon' tudy 

indic tl:d that enain rcligiou and piritual factor impact the overall well-being of HIV

infc ted indi\'idual ·. Yoon concluded that indiv idual who received more re ligious 

upp n and u ·cd m r pi ritual oping behaviors were likely to have higher levels of life 

atisfaction and I w r le el of depression. 

Because rei igiou and spiritual beliefs appear to be of psychological benefit, it can 

be aid that u h belief are of value and possibly of therapeutic value (Fontana, 2003). 

These b nefits rna be related to membership in a supportive faith community, the 

improved self-esteem that stems from beliefs of being loved by God or other deities, or 

from the fact that religion and spirituality provide individuals with an avenue of interest 

(Fontana). Fontana asserted that benefits may also arise from the changes people notice in 

themselves fo llowing their new beliefs. They may feel they are better people, more 

loving and caring, less self-centered, more likely to do good works, more aware of the 

beauties of creation, more in sync with life, and of more value within the community. 

Koenig et al. (200 1) identified 100 studies yielding statistical data on the 

relationship between well-being - which was broadly defined to include life satisfaction, 

happiness, hope, positive affect - and optimism. Of these 100 studies, 79 reported a 

minimum of one positive correlation between religious invo lvement and well-being, and 
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onl~ nc tud~ rep ned an ·g, ti\' orr lation. Markid (J 9 3) and Mu ick 1996) al o 

n:r ned ·ignifi ·ant t\ een religio ity and ariou mea ures of well-being. 

·iti' e n:ligi u · · ping and piritua lit can h lp people find meaning after 

· P ri ·n · ing traumatic event F ntana & Ros nh ck, 2005· Pargan1ent, 1997). Both also 

uid in fo:t •ring ·tre ·, -r Ia ted growt h ( a lhoun, ann, Tedeschi, & McMillan, 2000; 

Pargnmcnl, ' mith, Koenig, & P rez, 1998 · Park, Cohen, & Murch, 1996). Feder et al. 

(200 ) c, 'min d po ttraumati growth in veterans who had been held as prisoners of war 

during the ietnam War. Findings indicated that the majority of participating repatriates 

used rdigion to help them cope with stress, and were much more likely to use positive 

religiou c ping strat g ies (e.g., religious forgiveness, seeking spiritual support, 

collaborative religious coping) rather than negative religious coping patterns (e.g., 

spiritual discontent, interpersonal religious discontent). Other studies of stress-related 

religious coping corroborate these findings, indicating that people have a greater 

tendency to view God or other deities as a source of support rather than of punishment 

(Bearon & Koenig, 1990; Croog & Levine, 1972; Pargament et al., 1998). 

Research has indicated that mental health is primarily correlated with spiritual 

experiences and congregational support among people with heterogeneous medical 

disorders (Cohen, Yoon, & Johnstone, 2009) . Cohen et al. found that mental health was 

positively correlated with positive spiritual experiences and positive congregational 

support but negatively correlated with negative spiritual coping and negative 

congregational support . The mental health of people with significant m dical conditions 
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ap~ar ~ to b primarily r lated t po iti e spiritual beliefs and congregational support in 

artt ·ul · r ( · h~.:n d nl.) . th r r archers ha e ielded imilar result suggesting 

tmpro\cd m ·ntal health i · a ciated ' ith po iti congregational support (Mcintosh 

199 } and p ·ith ·piritual b li f: (Giaquinto, piridigliozzi & Caracciolo, 2007; Taylor 

· (. h tt r . 199 . The e re ults orrcsponded \ ith research of 

p ·, h n ur irnmun logical mod I of h alth, which indicate that social support 

(rcligi u · ly-ba cd r non-religiously-based) and positive thoughts (spiritual or non

piritual) ar r latcd to positi e mental and physical health (Ray, 2004). 

Many pe pie arc better able to cope with illness, especially those with life

threatening disorders (e.g. , AIDS, cancer) and chronic disabling conditions (e.g., spinal 

cord injury, brain injury), due to their reliance on religious practices, spiritual beliefs, and 

congregational support (Johnstone, Glass, & Oliver, 2007). While some people depend 

on these resources to help them psychologically adjust to their health conditions, others 

may subsequently abandon their beliefs, practices, and congregations if they feel God is 

deserting or punishing them (Cohen et al. , 2009). 

In the past decade, psychologists have demonstrated an increased interest in 

exploring the relationships that are present among spiritual, religious, and mental health 

variables (Cohen et al., 2009). However, the existing research indicates these 

relationships are complex and difficult to determine. A meta-analysis conducted on 

studies of religiosity and mental health found support for both positive and negative 

relationships between religion and mental health, and for no association betw en religion 
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nd m ·ntal h ·alth <Ha l..n~) • 'andcr . _oo ). n anal is of 34 tudies conducted over 

a L-~ ar period indic ted th t th~.: dinitions ofr ligiosity and mental health used by 

,i ·t \\ere undeniably nnected ith differen t types and strengths of the 

n · bct\\cl!n rcligio it)- and m ntal h alth (Hackney & Sanders). Evidence could 

be found d ·pending on which definition of religiosity and psychological adjustment 

v.ac utili/cd - to ·upp rt ca h po ' ilion that has been taken within the religiosity-mental 

health debate: a positiv r lation hip, a negative relationship, and no relationship. 

hr ugh ut their analy is. Hackney and Sanders (2003) coded three types of 

dcfiniti n of religiosity: (I) institutional religion, which focused on the social and 

b ha ioral aspec ts of rei igion (e.g., worship service attendance, extrinsic religious 

orientation, participation in ritual prayer); (2) ideological religion, which focused on the 

beliefs involved in religious activity (e.g., ideology, attitudes, belief salience, 

fundamenta li sm); and (3) personal devotion, which focused on personal, internalized 

devotion (e .g., intrinsic religious orientation, devotional intensity, colloquial prayer). An 

overall pattern emerged in which using institutional religiosity as the defining 

characteristic produced the weakest - and the only negative - correlations throughout the 

analysis, with ideology yielding stronger effects, and personal devotion yielding the 

strongest correlations. 

Fabricatore, Handa!, and Fenzel (2000) examined the relationship between 

psychological health and spirituality and found that spiritual involvement increased 

subjective well-being. Additionally, they found that the str ss-i llness relationship was 
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~ignili\2, nt ( nl) am ng pnrti ipant \\ ith I ' piritualit . indicating that higher levels of 

pirituality m d rate th dTc t r trc on \ 11-being. 

Religion, ' piritualit) and Phy · icalllealth 

rding to Rayburn (_00 1 ). thcobiology is defined as the reciprocal 

intcrc 1111\!Cti n · between b.iol gy and theo logy. cholars in the fields of psychology, 

biolog). and psych ph i log ha attempted to explain the relationships between 

theology, th human bod , and religious experience (Lawler & Younger, 2002). 

Epidemiologica l studic c learly demonstrated that house of worship membership and 

frequent attendance at religious services are associated with lower mortality rates and 

disease ri k (Thore en, Harris , & Oman. 2001 ). Many studies have reported favorable 

beneficial effects of re ligion on cardiovascular disease, pain in cancer patients, anxiety, 

and hyptertentsion (e.g., Comstock & Partridge, 1972; Harris eta!., 1995; Larson eta!., 

1989; Yates, Chalmer, St. James, Follansbee, & McKegney, 1981). In their meta-analysis 

of this literature, McCullough et al. (2000) examined the association of a measure of 

religious involvement and all-cause mortality. The authors reported that religious 

involvement was significantly associated with lower mortality, indicating that, on 

average, religious people have 29% higher odds of survival than less religious people. Of 

note, this effect is equivalent in magnitude to the effect of exercise on coronary heart 

disease. 

The health outcome most often researched in relation to reli gion has been 

cardiovascular health (Levin & Vanderpool , 1989). Cardiovascular di sease is the leading 
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~au c f death am ng men and \\ men in th nit d tates and has b en notably linked 

to cmoti n.tJ ami p ·: ang r. depression, ho tility and Type A 

beha\i r (Lt:\Cnlhal ' Patri k-Mi ll r. 2000. In the Evans County, Georgia 

C rdio\'a · ul r Epidcmiol g tud ·,a significant, n gative correlation was found 

bcl\\cen frcqucnc of rcl igiou s rvice attendance and lower systolic and diastoJic blood 

pre sure in m n (G raham et a l. , 1978). Researchers reanalyzed these data removing 

pt: pi "' ith hypcrt n ion, and found that lower blood pressure was correlated with 

frequent re ligious scr ice attendance com bined with the belief that religion was important 

(Lar on l al.. 1989). Lar on et a t. also noticed that thi s finding interacted with smoking 

uch that religious smokers had significantly lower diastolic blood pressure than smokers 

who ' ere not religious. 

In a related study, A. Walsh ( 1998) examined the relationship among 

cardiovascular health, hypertension, and religious commitment among adult immigrants. 

A. Walsh measured religious commitment using two methods: religious service 

attendance and how important the participants ' religion was to them. Of the individuals 

with diastolic hypertension, 86% were in the religiously relatively noncommitted group. 

This significant effect remained even when factors such as sex, age, cardiovascular 

health, social cohesiveness, and assimilation into society were controlled. 

Lawler and Younger (2002) conducted an analysis of spirituali ty, cardiovascular 

responses, stress, mood, and physical health. They found that membership in an 

organized religion and frequency of attendance at worship serv ices were both negatively 
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J · ciat J '' ith r' ·ting bl od pre · ure. and hypoth iz d that the proposed mechanisms 

ltJf the ' ·o inti n · included cia! upport, re ligious coping and healthy behaviors. 

\nlHh r hyp th~ ·i · \\a · that religiou well-being encouraged a more philosophical 

appwach l tht: tres c ·of cv ryda li ving, which in turn leads to less anger, hostili ty, 

and urgency, a ll r which ha e been associated ith higher diastolic blood pressure. 

Lav.lcr and ungcr' (-002) analysi also fo und that spirituality was related to 

phy i al health, medication us , types of stre s, and negati ve mood states such that 

pi ritual "'' 11-bcing accounted fo r 19. 1% of the variance in physical symptoms of illness 

and 15 .9% in usc of medications . These variance rates indicated stronger relationships 

than typically found in the well-known stress-illness literature (Rabkin & Struening, 

1976). piri tual we ll -being was also robustly negatively related to psychological stress 

and all measures of negative mood. A path analysis indicated that a lack of existential 

well -being - defined as feeling optimistic about the future and having a purpose in life

contributes to depressed mood, which affects both perceptions and reactions to stress, 

which predict illness. Overall, Lawler and Younger concluded that spirituality and 

religious involvement may signify a means to increase the sense of meaning and purpose 

in life, which is linked to higher resiliency and resistance to stress-related illness. 

In 2003, a major, multi-year research project sponsored by the Higher Education 

Research Institute examining the spiritual development of undergraduates began at 

UCLA. Astin eta!. (2005) surveyed over 11 2,000 first-year students attending 236 

diverse colleges and universities across the U. S. Findings indicated that over 83% of 
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rcdn s f lift . 0% reported an interest in spirituality and 

6° o r~p rtcd that th~.:y w ·n: earching for meaning/purpo e in life. enty-four percent 

of · tud~nt rep rtcd h. ving di cu ions about the meaning of life with friends 64% 

reported that th~ir spiritual it \ a a source of jo . and 47% reported that they considered 

itcs ·cnti I r Yery imp mant to ·eek out opportuni ties to help them grow spiritually. 

. ·tin and colleague (2005) a lso found that spirituality and religiousness 

corresp nd d with a ariety of behaviors. Spirituality and religiousness correlated 

gene rall y t phy i al wel l-being: students ranking high on religious and spirituality scales 

were le s likel y t drink and smoke, and more likely to maintain a healthy diet, and to 

report abo e a erage physical health relative to their peers. Conversely, students who 

reported experiencing significant religious struggle- defined as the extent to which the 

person fe lt unsettled about religious matters, disagreed with family about religious issues, 

felt distant from God, was questioning religious beliefs, or felt disillusioned with 

religious upbringing- were more likely to drink, smoke cigarettes, stay up all night, and 

miss school because of illness, when compared to students reporting little or no religious 

struggle. Students experiencing significant religious struggle were also less likely to 

maintain a healthy diet and to rate their physical health as above average. 

Walker et al. (2007) examined religiosity and substance use (e.g. , tobacco, 

alcohol, and marijuana) among youth in middle school and high school. Measmes of 

religiosity supported a two-factor solution with behavioral aspects (belonging, 

attendance) and personal aspects (importance, spirituality, value, forgivenes ) as distinct 
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IJ ·t rs. Anal) Sl.! r~\ t: led im crs indir ct ffe t of p rsonal r ligiosity on ub tance 

u c. mcJiat~d thr ugh mor p iti \'c If-control and less tolerance for deviance. 

Rd1gio · it~ wa · c rr la tcd \\ ith fi ' cr de iant p er relationships and nonendorsement of 

coping rn tin: · r r ·ub tan c u c but did not have direct effects on these variables. 

Whil ' the peci li e mechani sm that account for the relationship between 

rcligi ari ablc and hea lth remain uncertain, it has been proposed that they 

are po ·s i bl attributabl t the lifesty le behaviors of religious people (e.g., less substance 

abu e and a h a lthicr di et· King, 1990), the increased amount of social support commonly 

inherent among re ligious congregations (Taylor & Chatters, 1988), and/or a positive 

outlook which encourages well-being (Mcintosh, 1995). It has also been suggested that 

faith may ser e as a source of meaning in adversity (Plante & Sherman, 2001). 

Researchers have , however, found that religion/spirituality accounts for variance in 

mental health outcomes more than what can be accounted for by demographic variables . 

For example research has indicated that 12% of the variance in mental health scores (as 

measured by the Mental Component Summary of the SF-36) was accounted for by 

religious and spiritual variables beyond that explained by demographic and pain variables 

(Rippentropp, Altmaier, Chen, Found, & Keffala, 2005). Further, Fiala, Bjorck, and 

Gorsuch (2002) found that religious congregations offer social support that is distinct 

from nonreligious social support systems. 

Large-scale, cross-sectional and longitudina l studies conducted among nationally 

respresentative U.S . san1ples indicate that religiousness/spirituality, defined as worship 
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en 1c • attcndan '. prcdi ted I w r rates of morbidi ty and mortal ity and b tter o erall 

t"unctioning llummcr. Roger . am. & llison 1999 . imilar studies conducted in 

' .1riou · gcographi regions re a l d related findings (Clark, Friedman, & Martin , 1999; 

~ kCullough ct al.. 2000· Po' e ll , hahabi , & Thoreson, 2003 ; Strawbridge, Cohen, 

. 'hcma. & Kaplan, 1997). The re lationships between attendance and mortality remained 

c\ en when c ntro ll ing for pro bable co ariates including social support, baseline health, 

health beha iors, soc ioe onomic indicators, and demographics (Hummer et al. , 1999; 

Oman. Kurata, tra \ bridge, & Cohen, 2002). 

Many of the studies that have been conducted on religion and spirituality have 

u ed wor hip service attendance as a means of measuring level of religiousness and/or 

spiritua lity. Such methods indicated that many studies have equated religiousness with 

worship service attendance, and thi s is a strong limitation of the research, as these 

variables are not necessarily identical. Equating these variables may confound the 

researchers' fi ndings and alternate methods of assessment should be employed. 

Positive and Negative Aspects of Religion and Spirituality 

Religion has been called "one of major formative influences upon human thought 

and behavior throughout the centuries" (Fontana, 2003 , p . 1), having a profound 

influence upon individuals, groups, and cultures. Religion has also been the impetus for 

some of the noblest acts of altruism as well as much of the world 's fin est architecture, 

and some of the greatest works of art, including sculptures paintings, and music 

(Fontana, 2003). Religion has also stimulated consciousness-alteri ng technique such as 
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pray\!r. ritual. mcditati n. and contemplation. ccording to Fontana, r ligion offers a 

li' elih ( d r r m rep· pic tJ1an almost an other profession, and has generated 

pro ·p ·r u and p wcrful politi al and oc ial in ti tutions, which have inspired learning 

and s holar ·hip. ' u h in titution ha e al o been ' ·a powerful force behind business, 

·ommercc. and ccon mi de lopm nt in all it forms, and its legacy to the world 

includ · univer itic , chools, ho pital , and social welfare" (Fontana, 2003, p. 1). 

o gain a more c mplcte picture of the scholarship, it is imperative to exan1ine 

both the po iti c and n gative effects of religion and spirituality on individuals and 

ociety. De pitc the arious ways in which religion has positively supported and 

encouraged human beings, it a lso has negative consequences. During a number of 

historical periods, religion has served as an ultra-conservative and sometimes oppressive 

influence upon the freedom of speech and thought and upon scientific development 

(Fontana, 2003). Religion has been at the root of cultural and social divisions, and some 

of the most notorious wars in history. Fontana (2003) noted: 

It has spawned excesses like the Inquisition, has led to the torture and execution 

of thousands, to the ruthless repression of whole systems of belief and, through 

attempts at proselytization, to the virtual extermination not only of many 

indigenous cultures but also of the innocent people to whom these cultures 

belonged. (p. 2) 

Fontana went on to state that religion has also divided fami li es and relationships, 

disturbed lives, and destroyed careers across sectarian divides. He also suggested that, on 
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an indi' idual I~' el, r ·ligion ha · au t.:d p ychological suffering, and ha led to guilt fear 

and an'\i~t) . Religion ha · hindered edu ational d ve lopment taught rigid way of 

thinking and b~having. led t authoritarian parenting tyles ju tified social stratification 

l) fthc m ' l unjust and maliciou kind. I d to oppr s i e attitude toward sexuality and 

im1 cd~d creative cxpr ion in literature and in the performance and visuaJ arts. 

War , i I nee, and intolerance perpetrated by religious followers are the most 

palpable negati e p hological con equences associated with formal religion (Fontana, 

2003). This negativity as ociated wi th religion is an area within the psychology of 

religion that has som times been overlooked, most likely due to the difficulties involved 

in re earching thi area. It is impossible to ignore the irony inherent in this point because 

none of the founders of the great religious traditions preached violence and intolerance. 

According to Fontana, Christianity - the tradition which has been more associated with 

warfare than any other- was especially transparent on this issue, notably in the Gospel of 

St. Matthew. Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism clearly teach the doctrine of ahimsa, 

nonviolence. Islam emphasizes peace as well. The word Islam is derived from salam, 

which means peace and in a secondary sense means surrender - surrender to Allah and to 

the service of other people (Fontana). Another venue through which Islam promotes 

peace is through its doctrine of racial equality. Fontana also noted that, in Islam, the only 

time war is sanctioned - as with the Canon Law of Catholicism within the Christian 

religion- is when it is either defensive, or intended to right a horrendous wrong. Islam 

also preaches forgiveness and the return of good for evil when circumstances permit. 
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I. lam bring· t lieht a modern xampl of h w a re ligion can b blamed as th direct 

SllUrCC f \ j lt.:nt C nllict. \\-here \\'hen StUd ing the tea hings UpOn which it is based, it 

be ·orne t:\ idcnt that u h an a u ation is un ubstantiated (Fontana). 

Rdi gi n and piritual it an at o have both positive and negative effects on 

mental and phy ica l hea lth out om s. As Pargament and Brant (1998) noted, depending 

n tht: indiv idua ls and their ituati ons religion can be either an effective or ineffective 

coping tratcgy. Whil man people obtain strength from their religion, others view 

religion ncgati e ly or have had negati ve religious experiences that may impede their 

ability to adapt to a di sability or illness (e.g. , they may view their condition as a result of 

being punished or abandoned by God or other deity). Moreover, one study suggested that 

negati ve r li gious coping compromises daily functioning and that religion does not 

automatically promote better recovery or adjustment for those undergoing medical 

rehabilitation (Fitchett, Rybarczyk, DeMarco, & Nicholas, 1999). Correspondingly, 

Rippentrop et al. (2005) examined the relationship among spiritual, religious, and health 

variables in participants with chronic pain and found that poorer mental health was more 

common in people who found it hard to forgive, felt abandoned by God or another deity, 

lacked regular spiritual experiences, felt unsupported by their congregations, and did not 

report being spiritual/religious than in people who reported the opposite. 

Religious beliefs may affect attitudes toward lesbian, gay, bisexual, or 

transgender (LGBT) individuals. One study found that religious fundamentali sm was a 

significant predictor of prejudice against gay men and le bians (Laythe, Fink I Bringle 
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(; Kirkpatrick.. 20 - . Wilkin · n (2004) report d a trong r lation hip between 

ht m ph b1a ami religi ity among undergraduat student . Regardless of the similarities 

of spiritual xp 'rien l: bctw en gay men and lesbians and heterosexuals, sam -sex 

"~:-;ual bl:h \'ior i · fr qu ntl regarded as a sin among highl y conservative and orthodox 

sects f man reli gions (Barr t & Barzan, 1996). Other scholars have reported that higher 

levels of r li gi it are trongly corre lated with negative attitudes toward gay and lesbian 

individual ( chulte & Batt le, 2004; Shackelfo rd & Besser, 2007). One of the most robust 

finding in the tudy of homophobia has been the relationship between theologically 

con crvati e re li gion and homo negati vity (Finlay & Walther, 2003 ; Herek, 1994). People 

with intrin ic re ligious ori entations have been found to be highly homophobic, although 

they do not appear to be raciall y prejudiced (Herek, 1987; Wilkinson, 2004). On the other 

hand , people with extrinsic religious orientations have been found to hold prejudice 

toward both the LGBT community and ethnic minorities (Herek, 1987; Wilkinson, 2004). 

There is considerable variation among different religions and their relationships 

with the LGBT community. A lthough some Western religions are generally intolerant of 

same-sex relationships (Davidson, 2000) and some people believe that being religious 

and gay is an oxymoron (Warner, 1997), accepting and affirming congregations do exist 

(Heermann, Wiggins, & Rutter, 2007). Less visible than traditional congregations, there 

are progressive groups within both Judaism and Christianity. For example, the Jewish 

renewal movement welcomes the LGBT community, as well as some LOST-affirmin g 

Reform and Reconstructionist Jewish congregations (Frame, 2003). In add ition to 
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l 111t.u-i n L'ni' r ali t ongr gations. TheM tropolitan Community burch has 

r rimaril~ f cu · ~don L BT hri tians for ov r 30 ears (Love, Bock, Jannarone & 

R1 ·hurd: n.- 05). Among mainlin hri tian denomi nations the United Church of 

Christ i · al ·o aflirming of L BT member and cJ rgy (Love et a!.). Other LGBT 

indi\ idual · ha e len rganized W tern religions to pursue spiritual paths that are 

affirming of their xual ori ntation including Nee-Paganism, Feminist Spirituality, New 

Age piritualit , Witchcraft Buddhism, Greek and Eastern Mythology, and Native 

American ritual (Davidson. 2000). In 2009, the Episcopal Church lifted a de facto ban 

on the election of open ly gay bishops despite the fact that this move threatened unity in 

the Anglican Comm union, the world 's third-largest body of Christians (Christian 

Century, 2009). The 2003 elec tion of V. Gene Robinson, an openly gay man, as bishop of 

New Hampshire, led to widespread opposition in the Anglican Communion and four U.S . 

dioceses have since broken ties with the Episcopal Church (Christian Century). 

Research has indicated that when LGBT individuals participate in non-affirming 

religious congregations, they can experience deleterious mental health consequences 

based on negative messages regarding same-sex sexual behavior in religious teachings, 

exclusion of gay religious leaders, and faith group events that are created for heterosexual 

couples (Davidson, 2000; Ritter & Terndrup, 2002; Rodriguez & Ouellette, 2000). Self

hatred and shame have often been created and reinforced by monotheistic religious 

leaders (Ritter & O 'Neill , 1995), resulting in depression and low self-esteem. These data 

are especially salient for LGBT individuals of color, many of whom were ra ised with a 
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ub l<tntial lc' I of faith tm oh cmcnt and ocial c nn ction (Heermann et al. , 2007). 

I h • c ethnic and · xual min rity individual oft n long for a pia e to celebrate the 

n:ligiou · and pi ritual identity th ' had as ch ildren (Gre ne, 1994; Rosario, Scrim haw, 

c ' I lutHer, 2 04 . 

1an) L BT individual [i el a if they must choose between their religious and 

.·cxual identities (I lcermann et a l. , 2007). orne people have the ability to reconcile this 

dichotom u c nceptua li zation of identity, but it can be a difficult developmental 

procc . Indi idual who reported the successful reconciliation of their spiritual and 

exual id ntities had the following commonalities: (a) strong self-awareness; (b) 

interaction with lo ing religious environments; (c) the ability to use self-reflection; (d) 

the pre ence of a personal relationship with a higher power; and (e) experience working 

through diffi culties (Heenmum et al., 2007) . Reconciled individuals also distinguished 

between religion and spirituality and held a strong sense of spirituality, which appeared to 

be an important protective factor when they experienced negative religious encounters 

and spiritual development. 

College students have also reported both negative and positive effects of religion 

and spirituality. Astin et al. (2005) reported that highly spiritual college students are 

slightly less likely to display positive psychological health . On the other hand, highly 

spiritual students are much more likely than their less spiritual peers to exhibit 

equanimity, a trait defined by characteristics such as " being able to find meaning in times 

of hardship" and " feeling at peace/centered" (p. 8). Therefore, it appears that while 
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ptritualit) and p ") h I gical di tre are p it i el linked so are spirituality and 

:tnucgic · f r c ping "ith hard hip. In ontrast to spirituality, the categories of religious 

commitm~.:nt and re ligi u ngagement showed either no relationship or a slightly 

~ o.· iti\ • rclati nship. to gen ral p ch logical h alth. 

'orne r car ·h h indicated potential negati e social consequences of 

tn\ h cmcnt \ ith a hou of worship (Krause, Ellison, & Wulff, 1998). For example, 

orne indi idual , have II It that their congregation is overly critical of them, and believed 

that their chur h duties are too demanding. If people have these types of experiences, 

they ma uffcr increased leve ls of stress. Such negative effects of religious involvement 

need t be exam ined alongside the positive effects. 

The Relationship Between Religiosity and Mental Health: Research Focusing on 

Youth and Young Adults 

Research strongly suggested the beneficial effects of religiosity on emotional and 

psychological health (Peterson & Seligman, 2004), and numerous studies on youth have 

demonstrated these associations. French and Joseph ( 1999) found that, among 

undergraduate students, religiosity was positively associated with happiness, purpose, and 

self-actualization. Francis (2000) observed positive relationships between religiosity and 

purpose in life among younger adolescents who claimed affiliation to a Christian 

religious group by findings of a significant relationship between purpose and both Bible 

reading (Francis, 2000) and prayer (Francis & Bw-ton, 1994). Ball , Armistead, and Austin 

(2003) examined the relationship between religiosity and psychological adj ustment in 
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4Q_ at-ri k Afn 1 t\meri an gi rl (age 12-19). Th author fou nd that greater le els 

{,f rdigi '·it~ " ·rc found t b igni fi anti and po iti ely related to higher self-esteem 

and h~althicr p y h logical functi ning. Jones and Franci (1996) fo und that adolescent 

\\ith til\ orahlc attitudes toward hri tiani ty had higher self-esteem. A limitation of the 

alorcmcn ti ned - tudic ,. a that me scholars look only or primarily at Christians. It is 

al · imp rtant to acknowledge that hristianity is the dominant - and therefore, 

pri\'ileg d - religion in the .. Resu lts might be significantly di fferent for religious 

minoriti and athei tor agnostic ado lescents in the U.S .. 

IIi nand mith ( 199 1) observed a negati ve relationship between spiritual well

being and trai t anxiety among young men. Davis et al. (2003) discerned a negative 

re lationship between intrinsic reli gious orientation and trait anxiety in male, but not 

fema le, at- risk adolescents. Pearce et al. (2003) found that attendance at religious 

services, self-ranked religiosity, and positive interpersonal religious experience were 

associated with lower levels of depressive symptoms; conversely, negative interpersonal 

religious experiences were associated with higher levels of depressive symptoms. 

Ball et al. (2003) found that attendance at religious services predicted lower levels 

of sexual activity. Peterson and Seligman (2004) suggested that adolescents with a strong 

sense of religiosity are more likely to associate with peers who hold similar beliefs, 

thereby reducing peer pressure to engage in risky behaviors. Regnerus and Elder (2003) 

found that among at-risk adolescents living in low-income areas, there was a stronger 

relationship between religious involvement and academic success as compared to 
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ad( k ~:~nt fr m higher-in me ar 'a , ugg ting that religiou m ol em nt may serve 

J a pro t· ti\ c fa t r for ec n mica II di ad antag d outh. 

:\ · rc\'k\\ed b) Franci (2000), empirical data ha e found that adolescent 

religiosity i a · ciated with em path (Francis & Pearson, 1987) and negative views of 

drug · and nl I u c (Franci s & Mullen. 1993 · Hadaway, Elifson, & Peterson, 1984). 

Rc ·carchcr ·· ha\ cal · highlighted posit ive re lationships between adolescent religiosity 

and other indicator f m nta l hea lth and well-being (Frank & Kendall, 2001), including 

a adcrn ic ndju tm nt (Ilyde, 1990) and decreased sui cidal ideation and attempts 

(Donahue & Ben on 1995). 

Relioion/ pirituality : Research on Older Adults 

Geronto logists have examined the role of religion and spirituality in the lives of 

older adults, as we ll as the impact of religiosity on health (Krause, 1997). Researchers 

have fo und that during old age, reli giousness and spirituality are of increasing 

signifi cance (Morrissey, 1998; Ramsey & Brieszner, 1999). A growing number of 

scholars are becoming interested in studying the relationship between religion and 

spirituality and their association with older adults ' health (Olson & Kane, 2000). 

Consequently, more studies have demonstrated support that religious activities, 

existential viewpoints, and spiritual orientations that originate from religion/spirituality 

are often fundamental factors to help older adults deal with declining health, losses, and 

issues of mortality (Atchley, 1999; Kirby, Coleman, & Daley, 2004; Koenig, George, & 

Titus, 2004). A growing body of research indicated a pos iti ve association between the 
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health· nd " ·11- ·ing oC older adults and r ligiou practic (Roff et al., 2004; mith 

Ba.nn:h. 19 :Van II car Rivera. 2004). 

rcury. uandt, Me nald. and Bell 2000) investi gated the rol of religious 

faith • nd pmyc.::r in the health If-management of rural older adults (over age 70). The 

rural older adult \vho participated in this tud were all Christians. The concept of health 

. elf-managcm nt p ited that people acti ely evaluate their health and try to maximize 

their well-being through ari us b ha iors (i.e., self-care, social support, medical care; 

Quandt, Arcury. & Bell. 1998). Using an etic perspective, the authors identified six 

high] sa lient themes connecting religious faith and health self-management: (1) faith and 

prayer; (2) reading the Bib! for health self-management; (3) religious services in health 

elf-management; ( 4) faith , prayer, and religious services for mental and spiritual health; 

(5) stories of healing; and (6) ambivalence about the relationship between prayer and 

physical health. 

Using data from the Duke Established Populations for Epidemiological Studies of 

Elderly (EPESE) project, Koenig et al. (1997) found that church attendance was 

negatively related to the level of Interleukin-6 (an inflammatory factor). Also using these 

data, Musick ( 1996) found a moderate positive relationship between religiosity and 

subjective health among Black and White elders; however, much of this association was 

canceled when measures of physical impairment and chronic conditions were included. 

Ellison (1995) used data from the EPESE project as well and found that religious service 

attendance was inversely related to symptoms of depression, but private devotions such 
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mptom . When e aluating these 

I tll:r . tudi, ·. th~: mean through which religion affects health were mostl y unspecified 

11ut the~ '' ac a umcd to include po iti ve heaJth beha iors such as avoidance of alcohol 

or meat. and p ) hological benefi t ( rcur_ tal. , 2000). 

'aka hima (-007) cond ucted interv iews with tenninally ill older adults who 

described ~.:xperi~.:nc ing a high I e l of quality of life in their spiritual and psychosocial 

domain . These cld rly adults reported using their spiritual tenacity to confront the 

proccs f d ing and their imminent death. Several key themes transpired from their 

narrativ : d ve loping c lo eness to the divine existence, courageous acknowledgement of 

their impending death, re-examining the meaning of death and dying, active preparation 

for death , tran personal experience, and the process of surrendering to a Higher Power by 

relinquishing personal control. 

A growing atnow1t of research suggested that old age is characterized by 

extraordinary resilience when older adults use internal and external resources to surmount 

the obstacles inherent during this life-stage and to continue personal growth 

(Vandsburger, Schneller, & Murphy-Norris, 2006). Vandsburger et al. examined 

resiliency resources used by older adults to overcome stress and remain connected with 

their families and communities during times of stress due to severe health problems. 

Using a stress and resiliency framework , the authors focused on religious beliefs and 

practices as central resources of resiliency for older adults with physical vulnerabilities. 

Findings showed the powerful effects of religiosity, altruism, and optimism on supporting 
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rani ip nt pr "'11·, .•• :tppr h t d ·1 1· · ld dul h · · d · ... ... · a1 1 mg. era ts o mamtame a proact1ve 

appr ''11.:h to hf· \\Cr bl! ttcr a I to c ntinue acti e in ol ment in li fe. A proacti e 

appn a ·h to life ' ' a ex pre t:d through three dominant themes of resilience: (I) faith and 

a ·trc ng did' in a higher p w r (e.g., acli iti s such as praying, belonging to a religious 

congrcgati n, and li 1 ning t sermon ); (2) giving to others; and (3) a positive outlook 

on lik \'and burger et al. ). 

Wh ·n o lder adults undergo tress, they may experience psychological symptoms 

of distre in luding decreased appetite, weight loss, or a weakened immune system- all 

of which c ntri bute to hronic depression and anxiety (Sable, Dunn, & Zisook, 2002). 

According to de lopmental theorists, stress can afford an opportunity for personal 

dev lopment and a sense of integrity during old age, or it can result in an exacerbated 

sense of despair if one is unable to adapt to late adulthood (Erikson, Erikson, & Kivnick, 

1986). Erikson and colleagues asserted that older adults, when meeting the challenges of 

this li fe stage, create an overall sense of integrity and continue their personal growth. An 

increasing amount of research has established the strong com1ection between religious-

spiritual beliefs and practices and this type of life satisfaction and emotional well-being 

in later adulthood (Smith Barusch, 1999). 

Mehta (1997) conducted cross-cultural research exploring the effects of religious 

practices and beliefs on aging, and maintained that the positive impact of religion and 

religious practices has been demonstrated universally. Research has investigated the roles 

of religious experiences in promoting health and well-being in older adu lts undergoing 
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(halkna.!ing life lran iti n ( an 11 ok scar Ri era, 2004), in frican American and 

\\bite older adult · re ·iding in a c mmun ity setting (Roff et al. 2004) and in lo -incom 

· IJ~rl) " m n ( ' mith Baru h, 1999). Findi ngs indicated that religiosity, serving as a 

rcsilicn ) fac t r, he lp balanc hea lth and ell-b ing. 

~l ca .' uring R ligiou ·nc I pirituality 

Much r the rc carch c amining reli giousness/spirituality (R/S) has relied on 

religi u · ·e r icc att ndancc a the so le measure of these constructs. While the 

rclati n hips bctw en wo r hip serv ice attendance and measures of health have been an 

importan t st p in th i research area, using this measurement alone fails to address the 

po sibilit for di ffe rentia l re lations between dimensions ofR/S and health outcomes 

( asters e t al. , 2009). Investi gators in the field of psychology of religion believe that R/S 

conceptua li zations need to capture its multidimensional nature. Hill and Hood (1999) 

categorized more than 100 different self-report measures into 16 specific R/S dimensions. 

The vast majority of health researchers lack a scholarly background in 

religiousness/spirituality, and few are aware of the extensive history of attempts to 

conceptualize and measure the multidimensional nature of religiousness (Krause, I 993; 

Williams, 1994). In an attempt to develop a single measure that captures the 

multidimensionality of R/S, the Fetzer Institute and the National Institute on Aging (NIA) 

established a national working group (Idler et al. , 2003) whose goal was to create a single 

multidimensional measure of R/S that could serve as the standard in research relating RJS 

dimensions with health variables . The working group 's guiding a sumption was that 
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.. n.:ligi tL -1 iritual V<triablc ann t imply be combined into a ingle scale that examines 

thl' dk ' t fa · inglc \ ariabl , · r li gio ity' ; rather, each relevant dimension of 

rd tgilHl ·nc ·· and ·piritualit) h uld be examined s parately for its effects on physical 

and m ntal heohh'' (Fetzer In titutc 1999, p. 2). 

l he go I fthc and Fetzer Institute 's (1999) working group were to identify 

the d main r rcligiou nes I pirituality most likely to affect health, suggest probable 

me han ism \\ hercb these variables may function and make available a short 

multidimcn ional ur ey to be u ed in clinical research. The group identified three 

ign ificant considerations in its work to conceptualize and measure key health-related 

domains of religiousness/spirituality. First, the group realized that it was essential to 

con ey the distinction between religiousness and spirituality. Secondly, while much of 

the existing research emphasized the beneficial effects of religiousness on health 

outcomes, some religious experiences and beliefs may damage health and well-being. 

Therefore, the group made sure to include measures to assess potentially harmful 

attitudes or behaviors. Finally, the group's primary goal was to develop items for 

measuring health-relevant domains of religiousness and spirituality, not to reinvent 

previous work. 

The working group developed the Multidimensional Measure of 

Relgiousness/Spirituality (MMRS), which includes 12 dimensions: daily spiritual 

experiences, meaning, values, beliefs, forgiveness , private religious experience , R/S 

spiritual coping, religious support, R/S history, commitment, organizational 
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rdi_'iou. n .• nd rdigi u prefcrcn ( etzcr In titute I , 1999). To ncourag 

n:scarchcr · t ·.·amine th int raction of RJ ari ables and their c01mections with health 

tnJi ·at r ·. a bric J~-itcm (plu lv\'O app ndix items) multidimensional measure - the 

Brief lultidimcn i nal lea urc of Religiousness/ pirituality (BMMRS) was developed. 

' cc ti n ' ummar)' 

I h rc ·carch on religio n and spirituality has highlighted the complexity of 

dclining th e con truct a we ll as the various ways in which these domains overlap and 

arc unique. The literature on religion and spirituality has also shown the positive and 

negative a pcct or religion and spirituali ty and the relationships between these domains 

and phy ical and mental hea lth . Researchers have suggested that the multidimensional 

nature of religion and spirituality need to be taken into account when conducting research 

in this area. 

Resilience 

History of Resilience Research and Current Trends 

People have long been fascinated with stories of people who rise above adversity 

to lead successful lives (Masten, Cutuli , Herbers, & Reed, 2009). The empirical study of 

resilience in children began in the 1960s and 1970s (Masten, 2007). Some ofthe pioneers 

in this area included Norman Garmezy, Michael Rutter, Lois Murphy, and Emmy 

Werner. These scholars argued that understanding resilience could potentially change 

practice and policies to help prevent or improve problems in the lives of children facing 

challenges or adversity (Masten et al. , 2009). These scholars inspired four decades of 
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r · •Jr ·h on r • i lien • m de\ cl pm~.:nt that ha ielded mod I method , and findi ng 

\\llh m •ghtful 1rnplicati n forth ry, r arch, and int rvention. 

\: ~ Ia len nd coli agu (2009) pointed out, the idea of indi iduals overcoming 

aJv ·r ·it) h c~.:n around (I rag . a e idenced in myth art, fairy ta les, and literature 

thnt depict her and h r inc who prevail o er great obstacles. Scientists in diverse 

lkld · began n cntrating their attention on human adaptation beginning in the 

nin ·tcenth ''ntury (Ma tenet a!. , 2006; Mayr, 1982). Twentieth-century psychologists 

highlighted p iti c characteri stics of d ve lopmental adaptation through early concepts 

of the ego, mast ry moti ation, self-efficacy , and competence. At the same time, 

howe r, the rapidl y increasing literature being produced on mental health and problems 

in children and youth emphasized risk and the treatment of symptoms (Murphy, 1962). 

Murphy ( 1962) highlighted this phenomenon, reporting, "It is something of a paradox 

that a nation which has exulted in its rapid expansion and its scientific-technological 

achievements should have developed in its studies of childhood so vast a ' problem' 

literature" (p. 2). Murphy's words did not go unnoticed, as a decade later, the systematic 

study of resilience in psychology transpired (Luthar, 2006; Masten, 2007). 

Sir Michael Rutter, child psychiatrist and pre-eminent scholar, hypothesized that 

research on the topic of resilience began by recognizing the huge discrepancy in 

individual responses to the same risk factors. For example, some children of parents with 

schizophrenia were not able to manage well , while their siblings did . Rutter proposed that 

if we could recognize and comprehend "the mechanisms underlying that vari ation [it 
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\\llUIJ] ·a 1 hght nth au ·a l pro c and by doing o. [ ould) ha e implications for 

th~· in ten cntion ·tratcgk · \\ ith re p t to both pr ntion and treatment" (Rutter, 2006, 

p. -D Jof ·hlldrcn anti youth ex peri ncing evere stress. 

Jn th 19 0 ·. mental health pr f ional conducted longitudinal studies on the 

p ychopatholog · and c ti log o f hildren believed to be "at risk' (p. ll8) for problems 

based on bi I gica l fa I r e.g. a par nl with schizophrenia), perinatal hazards (e.g. 

pn.:mature birth , or th ir en ironment (e.g. , poverty; Masten eta!. , 2009). Some of these 

researcher wcr urpri d to find that many of these children were developing quite well , 

and thu · the cholars recogni zed the significance of these phenomena for scientific theory 

as well a inter ntion (Garmezy, 197 1 · Murphy & Moriarty, 1976; Rutter, 1979; Werner 

& mith , 1982). The e pioneers motivated the first generation of resilience research. 

Kinard ( 1998) implied that conceptualizations of resilience 

are shifting away fro m resilience as simply the absence of pathology toward resilience as 

the manifestation of competence and adaptive behavior. Kinard also identified three types 

of resilience : positive outcome in the face of high-risk environments; competent 

functioning despite acute or chronic major life stressors; and recovery from trauma. He 

also developed the idea of developmental stages and the notion that factors contributing 

to resilience at one stage of development may change over time, and what may have been 

resilience in one circumstance can become maladaptive in another. 
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·1 hr \ a' f R ilicn y Inquiry 

Ri ·hard· n (_00_ not the paradigm shift from a reductioni tic problem-

oricntcu approach t nurturing strength· a a pr alent theme occurring across 

psycho I gy and th r fields. He point d out that the constructs of resilience and 

rc ilicn ~ had m rged as dominant re earch interests as a result of this paradigm shift. 

Richard n elu · idntcd the nature and applications of resilience and resiliency theory in 

order to provide a fram ork upon which research and interventions could be founded. In 

doing , th au thor di cussed resiliency inquiry as occurring in three waves. 

The first ave, according to Richardson (2002), was an attempt to find out what 

charact ristics nable people to thrive when exposed to risk factors or adversity, as 

opposed to those who succumb to destructive behaviors. This wave involved the search to 

identify those internal and external factors that allowed resilient people to cope with or 

"bounce back" (p. 308) following adverse situations or setbacks. This first wave of 

inquiry yielded a list of qualities, assets, or protective factors that helped people grow 

through adversity (i.e., self-efficacy, self-esteem, support systems). The second wave of 

resiliency inquiry involved researchers trying to determine the process of attaining the 

identified resilient qualities (Richardson) . During this wave, "resiliency then became 

defined as the process of coping with adversity, change, or opportunity in a manner that 

results in the identification, fortification , and enriclunent of resilient qualities or 

protective factors" (p. 308). The concept of resilience was the outcome of the third wave 

of inquiry. During this wave, evidence emerged that some form of motivational energy 
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f r v ring from lifi di turbances. Richard on uccinct ly 

_ umman/~d rc ilien~c the ry a th~.: recognition that ther is a force within all p ople tha t 

Jri,~s them to t!ck ' If-a tua lizati n, know! dge, a ltrui sm, and harmony with a spiritual 

sourc~.: of trcngth. Thi · f r T is known as resi li nee. Wemer and mith (1 992) supported 

!he !he ry f res ili ence as a force 'lnd refe rred to resilience as an intrinsic ' self-ri ghting 

mcchani m .. (p . 202). 

Rc iliencc in dult 

T h va t majorit of re earch on resi lience has focused on children and 

adolcsccnls. The research on r silience in adults has focused primarily on personal 

characteri stics and has been examined typically in response to traumatic events or 

disa ter (Mac Dermid , amper, Schwarz, Nishjda, & Nyaronga, 2008). Resilience in 

children or adolescents has mostly been understood in relation to chronic stressors, such 

as parenta l illness or neglect, community violence, or poverty (Bonanno, 2005). Although 

some of the more recent scholarship has focused on adults as individuals, most of the 

literature on adults has focused on parents whose behavior affects the resilience of 

children (MacDermid et al. , 2008). Research on parents has shown that children are more 

likely to demonstrate resilience when their parents model a positive attitude, flexibility, 

taking inititative, and effective coping skills (F . Walsh, 2007) . 

Research on adults as individuals has often emphas ized hardiness - a personality 

characteristic thought to predict resilience in challenging circumstances (MacDermid et 

al. , 2008). Hardiness includes a sense of personal control over situati ons, a sense of 
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rurpo c in lite. and a w 'I' ming attitud t ward chang Kobasa Maddi , & Kahn 1982) . 

Other tuoic · IHl\ e rep rtcd finding · imilar to tudies of ado! cent : r levant per onal 

·ham tcri tic · f r ad ult · on i t of ile ibility, effecti e ocial skills cogniti e abil ity 

optimi ·rn. and the abi lit y to complete tasks (MacDermid t al. ). 

Defining Re. iliencc 

Theory and r earch on psychological well-being have identified resilience as a 

sign ilicant con truct over th past two decades (Greeff & Loubser, 2008). Resilience 

tern · fr m the Latin resiliens, a term used to denote the pliant or elastic quality of a 

sub tance (Greene & Conrad, 2002). Resilience has been defined as the ability to endure 

adverse life experiences and bo un ce back from hardship (F. Walsh, 2003). Strumpfer 

(200 I) defined res i li enee as " a pattern of psychological activity which consists of a 

motive to be strong in the face or inordinate demands, which energizes goal-directed 

behavior to cope and rebound (or resile), as well as accompanying emotions and 

cognitions" (p. 36). Stewart et al. (1997) defined resilience as "the capability of 

individuals to cope successfully in the face of significant change, adversity, or risk" (p. 

22). These authors suggested that this capability changes over time and can be 

strengthened by individual and environmental protective factors. 

Resiliency research has included an assortment of terms and phrases as synonyms 

of resiliency. Such terms included hardiness (Maddi, 1999), stress-resistant (Werner & 

Smith, 1992), and the ability to bounce back, to endure adversity, and to mend oneself 

(Wolin & Wolin, 1993). Resili ency has also been defined as "the process of, capacity for 
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·~ ·ful adaptati n d pi te challenging or thr atening circumstances ' 

l ~h<acn . B : t. & am1ezy, I 90, p. 426). L ipold and Gre e (2009) argued that 

n:s ili~.:n ·c ·an b defined a !if I ng ucce s (po iti e overall developmental outcomes) 

ofthl.' ping ·J...ill · individua l uti liz (i ncluding assimilation and acconunodation given 

th\.' indi \ idual ircum tance ) . Oa dov Stewart, Ritchie and Chaudieu (2010) viewed 

rc. dien ·c a · a "dd n c mechanism which enables people to thrive in the face of 

ad ' cr it .. (p. 4 79). Thes au thors also asserted that increasing resilience may be an 

im portant goal for treatment and prophylaxis. Masten and colleagues (2009) stated that 

rc ili ence genera lly reD r to " patterns of positive adaptation during or following 

significan t adversity or ri sk' (p. 118). Masten et al. also declared that resilience is an 

inferential concept, in that two major judgments are required to diagnose resilience. The 

first j udgment is that one must be, at a minimum, "doing okay" (p. 118) with respect to a 

set of behavioral expectations. The second judgment is that one has been exposed to risk 

or adversity that has posed a serious threat to good outcomes. 

Clinton (2008) clarified the difference between resilience and resiliency. The 

author asserted that, based on her experience as a psychiatrist as well as the research 

base, resilience refers to: 

being transformed and altered by an experience of adversity so that one is not the 

same: the person with resilience does not return to a former state of functioning, 

but is actually better off. Resilience describes individuals who do not simply cope, 
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hut r · \W in a wa) that d mon trate th ar mo mg on ith life in a 

U •hi) p iti\'C \\U)'. (pp. 2 1--2 16) 

Rdillmc_:l. on the thcr hand. r fcrr d to the ability to return to a prior level of 

functioning after 'Xpcricn ing a tre or (C linton). ln other words resiliency refers to the 

i.lbilit) t b un c ba k - or return t baseline functioning - after a difficult situation, 

''hc.:rca rc ilicncc i equated ith recovering from adversity in a positive manner such 

that the per n i no functi ning at a higher level. 

lin ton (2008) al o pointed out that the term resilience is a term that may be 

confu ed \Vith other concept because it is used in such a variety of circumstances. The 

author ugge ted that resilience may at times be confused with concepts including 

coping, positi e mental health, competence, and even resiliency. To further delineate the 

concepts, Clinton stated that resilience applies to behaviors that are a productive, 

beneficial adaptation to stressful events. On the other hand, concepts such as coping and 

adapting refer to behaviors that occur in response to stress, but these approaches do not 

imply that the behavior is positive or constructive. For example, people may cope with 

stressors by simply carrying out their daily routines. People who demonstrate resilience 

will learn and grow from the stressors. 

One of the most comprehensive reviews of definitions of resiliency was 

conducted by Greene (2002). Greene examined resiliency from a psychological 

perspective and summarized that " resiliency is the development of clusters of self

protective behaviors or strengths" (p. 44). Farley (2007) posited that perhaps the e elf-
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1 rott:~o: tJ\ c: ~ha\ i r r trcngth ar omp nent of pirituality. Farl noted that another 

equal!~ comp ·I ling altemati \ c 'iev. int i that resi lient beha ior and trengths could b 

con.·iJcn.:J piritual or rcligiou · bchavi r occurren es or e ents, and that relating these 

concepts dir tly cnhanc und r tanding of th m. reene (2002) also acknowledged 

multiple ·haracteri ti of r lig ion and spirituality that support recovery processes. These 

charactcri tic ' includ :(a) giv ing definition to who we are; (b) often providing a 

rramcwork [I r compr hcnding the world and events that take place; (c) offering 

transc nd nee; (d) pro iding a fram e of reference for understanding good and evil ; and 

(c) of[! ring a means for forgiveness. Greene further concluded, based on the findings of 

1\ngc ll ct al. ( 1998), that spirituality is an underlying form of resilience and serves as an 

adaptable resource that can be drawn upon during times of hardship. Canda and Furman 

( 1999) also maintained that spirituality exemplifies adaptive and transformational 

properties. 

Through her extensive review of the literature, Greene (2002) derived general 

themes of resilience and created a list of theoretical assumptions which catalogue a 

framework of major research findings (Greene, 2002; Miles & Huberman, 1984). The 

following are the key theoretical assumptions of resilience according to Greene, 

resilience: 

is a biopsychosocial and spiritual phenomenon; involves a transnational dynamic 

process of person-environment exchanges· encompasses an adaptational process 

of goodness-of-fit; occurs across the life course with individuals, families, and 
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· mmunitic · c . p ·ricn ing uniqu path of d v lopm nt· is li nked to li fe stress 

and P • pte· · unique ping apaci t ; in ol e competenc in daily funct ioning; 

tna) b • on a c ntinuum - a p Jar 1 posite to ri k· may be interactive having an 

dl\:ct inc mbin lion with these ri k factor ; is enhanced tlu·ough connection or 

rclntednc · with thcr : i innuenced by diversity including ethnicity, race, 

g~.: ndcr, age, xual ricntation, economic status, religious affiliation, and physical 

and m ntal abi lity; is e ' pressed and affected by multil evel attachments, both 

di ·tal and pr ximal, including family, school, peers, neighborhood, community, 

and ociety; con equently, resilience is a function of micro-, exo-, mezzo-, and 

macrofc~ tors: is affected by the availability of environmental resources; is 

influenced by power differentials. (pp. 41-42) 

Theorists have cautioned that resilience should be viewed as a process 

dependent on life context (Stewart et al. , 1997). Researchers have conceptualized 

resilience as consisting of internal factors , such as attitude and temperament, and external 

facto rs such as community well -being. Resilience is also considered to occur across the 

lifespan. Other important characteristics of resilience include faith , spirituality, and the 

capacity to create meaning after a traumatic incident (Angell et al. , 1998; Frankl, 

1946/1984; Lifton, 1993). Ainsworth (1989) pointed out the role of caring, nurturing 

relationships in the development of resilience, and Steele and Steele (1994) affirmed that 

strong support networks are factors contributing to resilience. Fwther, research has 

indicated that schools - specifically supportive, nurturing t acher - can teach resilience 
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anJ aiJ in 1'\! pic den·loping into capabl , caring adult Bernard, I 993). on ersel , 

Litton (I ) c 11\'C) c:d nccm abo ut ociaJ alienation and demoralization, or what he 

con ·iJercd the failur r ia l and in titutional e tab lishments, which rna heighten ri k. 

B lock and Krcmcn ( I 996) defined p ychological resi lience as the ability to 

n.:hound from negati ve emotional ents by adapt ing to the varying demands of stressful 

linton (2008) noted , when people view resi lience as an innate quality of 

individual ·, th . minimiz and overlook the efforts and accomplishments of people who 

have prcva i led over ad ersit . uch attitudes toward recovery suggest that individuals 

who are able to rebound from chall enging circumstances have been w1scathed or 

unal'fec t d by tho c experiences or that they have extraordinary traits that make them 

immune to adversity. Clinton emphasized that resilient people have been assaulted, 

experienced the pain, and been affected by adverse events, but they have overcome them. 

Masten (200 1) suggested that resilience is not derived from unique and extraordinary 

characteristics, but from the "everyday magic" (p. 9) of normal, commonplace human 

resources in the minds, bodies, and brains of people. These resources can also be found in 

their families, relationships, and communities. Masten set out on a journey to understand 

the extraordinary, but instead found the power of ordinary experiences. Thus, the 

characteristics of resilience include "ordinary capacities people have internally (within 

the child) and externally (within the family and the community)" (Clinton, 2008 p. 216). 

Scholars have also noted that resilience is connected to and may be increased 

through cultural forms of various ethnic groups (McCubbin, Me ubbin Thompson, & 
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I hl)mp n. I 9 . R~.: ·car ·h ha confi rmed that famili es from differ nt ethnic 

ba ·k_;n und . "hen fa cd with imil ar tres ors. may r act in different ays. People who 

ha' t: conne ·ti on '' ithin the ir n ighborhoods and ha e communi ty supports have been 

fo und to be mor · rc il icnt. Thi r ult is based on the diffe rential abili ty of 

ncighb rho d to culti vate,: 11-being and to ass ist residents in reaching their potential 

( Brofcnbrcnne r, Mo n. & arbarino, 1984 ; Fraser, 1997). 

Re' ili ence a a Biop ychosociai-Spiritual Phenomenon 

Recent! , cholars have argued that mono-causal models of psychopathology 

(e.g .. so l I a behav ioral, cogni tive, or emotion model)- which can be popular in clinical 

practice due to their s imple therapeutic, theoretical, and disorder prevention approaches

ignore moderating, mediating, and confounding effects of other biosocial variables 

(Davydov et al. , 20 I 0). Such theories overlook the multi-causal nature of human health. 

Davydov and colleagues asserted that "the construct of mental resilience can provide a 

means of integrating social and natural sciences taking into account both psychosocial 

and biological models of mental health pathways" (p. 480). Based on their extensive 

review of the resilience and mental health literature, these authors proposed a multi-level 

biopsychosocial model of resilience that is theoretically similar to that used in describing 

the complex sequence of events related to host resistance in infectious disease. The 

authors concluded: 

Application of a general immunity model as a common framework to resilience 

research in mental health can help to clarify underl ying mechanisms and 
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h llcnge ·. \\hi h ntri bute to our under tanding of health in general and mental 

h ·alth in parti ular. uch a common framework would help in the di cus ion of 

rl.! iii n in term f (i) multi- I vel defense barriers from transfer of adaptive 

h~.:alth) t maladapti c (di ord r) reacti ity and (ii) a balance of biological, 

psy ·h logical and cial interactive effects for developing an adaptive trade-off 

bet\ ccn tolerance and ensiti ity to stress. (p. 491) 

Bioi gical factor of re ilience. orne theorists considered resilience to be innate, 

or a Benard ( 199 -) ·tatcd , ''[a] biological imperative for growth and development that 

exist in the human organism and that unfolds naturally in the presence of certain [and 

despite] environmental characteristics" (p. 1 ). Characteristics researchers considered to 

be innate include the development of social competence, the capability to strive for 

autonomy and a sense of purpose, the ability to solve problems, and the attainment of 

critical consciousness (Garmezy, 1993). Another characteristic thought to be intrinsic and 

linked to resilience is temperament. For instance, children who are considered to have an 

easy temperament (i.e., cuddly and affectionate) are more likely to receive a positive 

response from their caregivers. Researchers have found that this interaction between 

temperament and caregiver response shapes resilience (Rutter, 1989). The individuals' 

motivational system is also thought to be an innate behavioral characteristic that is related 

to resilience (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998; White, 1959). Infants seem to be naturally 

motivated. For example, infants enjoy cooing, babbling, and throwing food. If caregivers 

respond positively to such behaviors, children will develop a sens of mastery· they will 
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Jisn 'cr the abili ty to man ipulat their en ironment ( reene & onrad, 2002). This 

rhl·n men m - initia l! on idered to b an innate characteristic - requires po itive 

in tl'mcti n '' ith th arctaking nvironment in order to fully develop. This occurrence is 

thought to be part r the a emblage of factors contributing to resilience (Greene & 

Conrad ). 

Environm ntal fa tors may serve to impede or encourage resilient behaviors. 

I l uman de lopment may be shaped by genes and biology, but the environment mediates 

the e factors (Rutter, 1989). Research has shown that factors such as poor prenatal care, 

low birth weight , smoking, and domestic violence can undermine innate biological 

prcdi pos ition to be re ilient (Bradley et al., 1994; Rowe & Kahn, 1998). On the other 

hand, natural resilient predispositions may also be enhanced by environmental factors , 

such as family support. Rutter (1993) pointed out how biological mechanisms may 

present risks in some circumstances and be protective in others. Case in point: carrying a 

heterozygote status for sickle-cell disease is a considerable risk factor; however, it also 

grants immunity from malaria. As research has demonstrated, resilience is undoubtedly 

an outcome of the interaction between nature and nurture (Greene & Conrad, 2002). 

Psychological characteristics of resilience. Certain psychological characteristics 

are frequently linked to resilience, including self-understanding, hope, personal control 

(Beardslee, 1989), self-esteem and self-efficacy (Werner, 1989), and learned optimism 

(Seligman, 1990). Werner ( 1989) argued that resilient people beli eve that they can 

overcome the odds. On a similar note, Rutter (1985) declared that peopl who appreciate 
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thl'ir 0\\11 \\onh. lr hav clf-effica y, ha e b t1 r chances of ffecti el coping with 

d1JIIcnging ituation . R ilient people bounce back from ad rsit with strength and 

rl'sourcefulnl!s . . They resp nd to cri and truggles in an active manner without 

b<.:corni ng \ i timized (F. Wal h. 1998 . From a psychological perspective, resi li ence 

im olve th d v I pment of a constellation of self-protective behaviors or strengths 

(G reene nrad. 2002). 

uralnick and Nc ille ( 1997) reviewed 20 years of prevention and early 

intcn· nti n rc carch and discovered that attachment, self-reflection, and competence are 

additional psychological characteristics associated with resilience. Attachment to a 

caretaker wa found to be an important element in successful adaptation, and resilient 

children owe a good deal of their success to calming, caring, and stimulating effects of 

their attachment system (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998). Research has indicated that a 

close bond to at least one parent is a protective factor against divorce, child abuse, or 

homelessness (Greene & Conrad, 2002). Additionally, being close to a primary caregiver 

during times of severe trauma (e.g., war or natural disaster) was one ofthe strongest 

predictors of children ' s more adaptive responses (Coles, 1972; Duncan & Coles, 1989; 

Masten & Coatsworth). Ainsworth (1989) also noted that parental attachment is thought 

to have an enduring effect throughout the lifespan. 

People other than primary caregivers can also provide positive attachments. 

Teachers, mental health workers, and commw1ity leaders can also foster such 

attachments, and secure attachment is a key element of the resi I ience-based approach 
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l(irccnc ' Conrad.2002). B \ lby ( 19 4) stre sed the importance of under tanding how 

children b nd b cause it i a fundamental concept for building pre ention and earl y 

in ten cntion program . 

Another crucial factor playing a role in resilience is competence: a pattern of 

successful adapt tion ( reene & onrad, 2002). Competence is developed through 

C\ cryday intcra tion with th environment. Competence may be hindered by family 

\'iolencc, po erty, and lack of opportunity. On the other hand, competence may be 

rostcrcd b chools caregivers and peers. People ' s levels of competence can change as 

their life contexts change. Competence is found to be related to the ability to carry out 

tasks assoc iated with daily living (Lawton, 1982). 

Self-understanding, self-regulation, and self-efficacy are also important factors 

contributing to resilience. Self-understanding is an internal psychological process through 

which people are able to make connections between life experiences and their feelings. 

Research has indicated that people who exhibit self-understanding are more resilient 

(Beardslee, 1989). Self-regulation is also important to resilient behavior; it occurs when 

people obtain skill sets related to increased control over their attention, behaviors, and 

emotions (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998). These prosocial behaviors tend to develop 

during the second year of life and are vital to success in academia and other domains of 

functioning . Rutter (1983) found that self-efficacy is another psychological phenomenon 

related to resilience. People who believe they have the ability to control personal events 

demonstrate self-efficacy. Bandura (1977) noted that as people learn, they can be 
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u · · ~ . ful. <md they dev I p lf-effi.ca . Benard ( 1993) argued that clinicians who 

implement arc ilicn 'approach hould use techniques to promote elf-efficacy. 

Cltni ·ians an al en ourag If-efficacy and empower client by fo tering their 

~:apacit~ r r hange (Bandura, Reese. & Adams, 1982). 

'pirituul charactcri tic of resilience. Conrad (1999) noted ' as part of the 

global consci usne that ha come to characterize the end of the twentieth century, 

religion and pirit ualit ha e taken on a new and expanded meaning" (p. 63). Scholars 

ha\'C no t d that religion and spirituality have become recognized more and more as 

important c lements in the therapeutic process in helping professionals' desire to address 

the \\·hole person (Canda & Furman, 1999; Saleebey, 1994). Canda and Furman (1999) 

have noted the cmmection between religion/spirituality and resilience along with Angell 

et al. ( 1998), who asserted that spirituality is fundamental to resilience and serves as a 

source of strength during difficult times. Angell and colleagues examined the therapeutic 

use of storytelling and reminiscence in the bereavement process of adults adjusting to the 

death of a parent. Some individuals were able to reconfigure and incorporate the trauma 

of Joss into a narrative of personal and spiritual resiliency. 

Numerous studies have demonstrated a strong relationship between religious 

practices and mental health (Chatters & Taylor, 1999; Weaver, Flannelly, Flannelly, 

Koenig, & Larson, 1998). Weaver et al. conducted a review of quantitative research 

studies in three major mental health nursing journals and found that 10% included a 

measure of religion or spirituality. Spiritual and psychological growth influenced the 
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\\ <1)-; m v .. hi ·h P r n cr ate meani ng, define relationships and ie life and death 

(Dunbar. lucller. led ina. ' Wolf~ 199 ). In their r search on' om n li ving with HIV 

anJ '\llJ.' , Dunbar and c I league fo und that five components were important in 

\\omen's p ') chologicul and pi ritual growth: r ckoning with death creation of meaning 

Iii~ allimwtion. elf-affirmation, and redefining relationships. Spirituality and resilience 

can ul o help ch ildren coping with the death of a parent (Angell eta!., 1998). Spirituality 

can be an important elem nt of the re ilience approach to treatment. Clinicians encourage 

individua ls and fam ilie to use their own healing resources and resources found in the 

commun it to promote healing and growth. 

ocial characteristics of resilience. Hawkins and Weis (1985) hypothesized that 

oc iali zation i significant to children ' s development of resilient adult behaviors. Schriver 

(200 I) highlighted that as children start to learn society's rules, they develop the social 

characteristics related to resilience. This socialization process takes place in the home 

environment and continues throughout the educational environment. Socially competent 

children displayed appropriate classroom conduct, had successful peer interactions, 

followed rules, and had a higher likelihood of becoming competent adults (Garmezy, 

1991). Positive peer and community socialization also favorably affected behavior 

(Greene & Conrad, 2002). Adults tended to continue maintaining and benefiting from 

their social ties over time (Rowe & Kahn, 1998). According to Greene and Conrad 

(2002), resilient adults were able to achieve social competence and have the ability to be 

flexible, empathic, and communicate effectively. Resilient adults were also able to solve 
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-full). plan. think cri tically eek h lp, and de elop a sense of critical 

Pr n onal Rc iii nee tren th 

I cnan.l (2004) defin d per onal resilience strengths as 'individual characteristics 

also cal kd interna l a ct or per onal competencies associated with healthy development 

and life ·u ' e ·· (p. 13). T hese trengths are the outcomes of resilience rather than the 

cau c ·. I cnard ( 199 1) outli ned four categories of personal strengths, or manifestations of 

rc ·iliencc : ( I) soc ial compete nce, (2) problem solving, (3) autonomy, and (4) sense of 

purpo c. hesc categories have been supported by over a decade of research . Masten 

(200 I ) sta ted. " Recent studies continue to corroborate the importance of a relatively 

sma ll set of g lobal factors associated with resilience" (p. 8) that are both environmental 

and persona l. Further, Werner and Smith ( 1992, 2001) found that these strengths and 

competencies appear to transcend ethnicity, culture, gender, time, and geography. The 

Nationa l Research Council and Institute of Medicine reported that these characteristics 

appear to be consistent across cultural groups (Eccles & Gootman, 2002). 

Social competence. Developmental psychologists consider social competence to 

be a primary indicator of children's overall well-being (Luthar & Burak, 2000). 

According to Benard (2004), social competence includes the characteristics, attitudes, 

and abilities necessary to developing relationshjps and positive attachments to others. 

Goleman ( 1995) identified social competence as one of the five components of emotional 
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rntdligcn ~.and ardner (I 9..,) report d that "interp r onal intelligence" (p. 7) i one of 

h1.· ·c\cn origin I multiple intelligen 

S ial omp tencc is fl unded upon the ability to licit po itive re ponses from 

other .. \\'cmer and mith ( 1992) ref! rred to this trait as "easy temperament ' (p. 52) in 

children and consid r d it to be a predictor of adult adaptation. In the Rochester Child 

Rc ilicncc Project. Wyman and colleagues (1999) repotied that the qualities of being 

\\t.:ll-rcgulatcd and positi e in mood were predictors of healthy adaptation during 

childhood bccau e they led to the responsiveness of others. Wolin and Wolin (I 993) 

identified relationship ski ll s as a fundamental element of resiliency, which leads to 

mutually re pensive relationships. 

Communication skills are the building blocks of establishing relationships and 

interpersonal connection. The ability to assert oneself without violating others has 

especially been established as having positive effects on decreasing interpersonal conflict 

and other health-risk behaviors (Englander-Golden, Gitchel, Henderson, Golden, & 

Hardy, 2002; Englander-Golden et al., 1996). Much attention has also been devoted to 

examining cross-cultural communication skills (Benard, 2004). Research has 

demonstrated that the ability of youth of non-dominant cultures to transition back and 

forth between their primary culture and the dominant culture, or to accommodate the 

dominant culture without assimilating into it, is associated with academic success and 

positive development outcomes (Delpit, 1995; Eccles & Gootman, 2002). This ability has 

also been linked with Jess substance abuse among youth ( ett ing, 1993). 
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W~mt:r and ' mith ( 199_ identified empathy - the ability to understand another 

pn · rc~:ti\ 'and c a\' arc f another' feeling - as a feature of resili nee. Benard (2004) 

ugrccd : ··Empathy not onl helps facilitate relationship development it also helps fonn 

the basi· of m raJ it . f rgi ncs , and compassion and caring for others" (p. 15). 

Compassion. altrui m, and forgiveness are also qualities recognized as contributing to 

resilience. mpassion, the de ire to help care for and alleviate another' s suffering, has 

been a sociated with both physiological (immune system) and psychological health 

benefit (Rein. McCraty. & tkinson, 2005). Altruism has been defined as "doing for 

other ' hat they need and not what you want to do for them" (Vaillant, 2002, p. 71). 

Higgin ( 1994) and Oliner and Oliner (1989) considered altruism to be the highest form 

of social competence. Higgins (1994) examined adults who endured childhoods of severe 

abuse and deprivation and reported that compassion and altruism were found in most of 

the resilient ad ults who learned to love others and alleviate others ' suffering. Forgiveness 

of self and others was also evident in the resilience literature (Benard, 2004). 

McCullough and Witvliet (2002) stated that self-report measures of the tendency to 

forgive are positively correlated with measures of well-being and mental health. 

Problem-solving skills. Problem-solving skills consist of a wide-range of abilities 

including planning, flexibility, resourcefulness, critical thinking, and insight (Benard, 

2004). Masten and Coatsworth (1998) referred to this trait as good intellectual 

functioning. Scholars have reported that the planning in which children engaged 

facilitated their sense of control and hope for the future, thus lead ing to positive li fe 
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nutcom~ in adulth d ( h' inhart, Barnes, & Wiekart 1993; ch einhart & Wiekart 

199 ). ' Jau sen' 199 ) longitudinal study of children gro ing up during the Great 

lkprL' ·sion found that .. planful com pet nee' (p. 23) - a combination of self-confidence 

Jcpcntlability, and intcll ctual in ol ement - in ado lescence predicted fewer life crises 

and higher cduca ti nal achi ement in every decade up to their 50 's. Planful competence 

also predicted greater occupational anainment for men and happier and more lasting 

marriages for v men. 

Flexibility .. entai l the abi li ty to see alternatives and attempt alternative solutions 

to both cognitive and social problems" (Benard, 2004, p. 18). Vaillant (2002) reported 

that ncxibility is a crit ical li fe skill and is one of the most self-reported personal resources 

for handling stress and li fe challenges. Resourcefulness is the ability to identify and seek 

outside resources and sources of support and has also been referred to as "street smarts" 

(Benard, 2004, p. 18). Higgins ( 1994) documented the value of resourcefulness among 

survivors of childhood sexual abuse, and Beardslee (1997) found this skill to be a vital 

component in helping children who were raised in alcoholic families. 

Researchers have found that critical thinking is associated with better social and 

psychological adjustment, greater hope, reduced levels of anxiety and depression, better 

coping strategies, and better physical health (Heppner & Lee, 2002). Critical thinking 

also helps young people develop a sense of critical consciousness, or awareness of the 

structures of oppression, and the construction of tactics for overcoming them, thus 

enabling them to avoid internalized oppression and a sense of victimization (hooks, 
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1994 l In ·ight i con ·idcrc to b' the d epe t typ of problem s I ing and it includes 

<1\~Jn:nc s f em ironm nt I ucs and realization that alter p rsons ' p rceived reality 

dknan.L 2004). \\' lin and Wolin ( I 99") defined insight as "the mental habit of asking 

penetrating questions of one elf and , ubsequentl pro iding honest answers" (p. 71). 

l'hcsc au th r c n ·idcred insight t be the per onal strength that plays the largest role in 

rcsilil.!n y. 'chulman (2002) b lie ed that insight contributes to resilience not only 

hccau ·c it he! p people o ercome challenges, but also because people obtain joy by 

so l\'ing probl ms. 

Autonomy. Autonomy includes many categories of features that are centered 

around the de elopm nt of sense of self, power, and identity (Benard, 2004). When 

people arc autonomous, they act independently and feel a sense of control over their 

environment. Motivational psychologists, Ryan and Deci (2000), reported that autonomy 

is the vi tal personal strength underlying intrinsic motivation as well as other strengths. 

Autonomy has also been linked to well-being and positive health (Deci, 1995; Ryan & 

Deci , 2000). Gordon and Song (1994) conducted a retrospective qualitative study of 

thriving African Americans who grew up living in poverty and found that autonomy was 

a common strength among these individuals. 

According to Erikson's (1968) psychosocial stages of development, achieving a 

positive, coherent identity is the critical task of adolescence. Researchers have 

documented that a clear sense of identity is related to optimal psychological functioning, 

social competence, and with goal-directed activity and problem solving (Waterman, 
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I 99::?). :\ h ~alth) en e of identit 1 e ntial to nonnati e de elopm nt and ha 

~.:nn ·i:tcntl) been reported a de ribing rc iii nt people (Ma ten & oatsworth, 1998; 

\\ cmcr · mith, 199_). 

Benard (20 4) d fin d internal locus of control as "a generalized sense of being in 

charge r f having p r onal power" (p. 22). Many scholaJS have found that internal 

locu · of control pia cd a major ro le in level of resi lience (Watt, David, Ladd, & Shamos, 

199-; Werner & mith, 1992; Wyman et al. , 1992). Watt and his colleagues ( 1995) 

reported that 78% of resilient adu lts agreed that understanding that they had control over 

their liv \ as a key requirement for overcoming adversity. Wallerstein (1992) 

highlighted that people with an internal locus of control have been associated with better 

health habits and fewer illnesses than people with an external locus of control. Higgins 

( 1994) noted that prior victimization can actually enhance internal locus of control : 

"Once you see what you could not possibly control as a child, you can also honor what 

you are able to control in adulthood- primarily yourself and yorn own reactions to 

external events" (p. 293). Higgins also asserted that individuals will take calculated risks 

to try to put their fate into their own hands. 

Larson (2000) defined initiative as the "ability to be motivated from within to 

direct attention and effort toward a challenging goal" (p. 170). He argued that initi ative 

serves as the foundation for other strengths, such as leadership, altruism creativity, and 

civic engagement, and is a core feature of positive development in Western culture. 

Vaillant (2002) also reported that initi ative is a defining quality of healthy development 
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ano tht: lif ·pan. 

of childh d. 

rding t rik on ( 1968 . de lopment of initiati e is the key ta k 

A n e of purpo and bright future. According to Benard (2004) this 

catcgor; )r P ·r nal strengths rang s from goal direction to creativity to optimism to 

l~1ith and pirituality t a n e fmeaning and coherence. Werner and Smith (1982 

1992) highlighted that the ass t are among the most powerful in helping young people 

O\ crcomc ad cr it and ha e healthy outcomes. Researchers have repeatedly 

demon ·tratcd that a po itive and strong future focus is related to a positive self-identity, 

academic achievement, and fewer health-risk behaviors (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998; 

Quinton Pickeles, Maughan, & Rutter, 1993; Seligman, 2002; Snyder, Rand, & Sigmon, 

2002; Wyman et al. , 1992). 

Risk and Protective Factors 

Norman (2000) asserted that resiliency combines the interaction of risk factors

unfavorable environmental circumstances or stressful life experiences that make 

individuals more vulnerable- and the existence of personal, familial, and community 

protective factors that safeguard against those vulnerabilities. The general idea of mental 

health protective factors dates back to the mental hygiene movement of the 19111 century 

defined as "the art of preserving the mind against all incidents and influences calculated 

to deteriorate its qualities, impair its energies, or derange its movements" and including 

"the management of the bodily powers in regard to exercise, rest, food , clothing and 

climate, the laws of breeding, the government of the passions, the sympathy with current 
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·nwtion · ... .. (R · i. I 6_, p. 0). The concepts of mental hygiene, mental irnmunity, and 

mt.'ntal re. ilience hav th ammon goal of expanding m ntal health research notions 

h~) ond ri k fact r for palholog to incorporate health promoting factors and wellness 

cnh;.~rH.:~.:mcn t ( Davydo eta!., 20 I 0). Protecti e factor research is similar to scientific 

r~s~arch identify ing the characteri tics of infection-resistant groups during epidemics. 

Cl1nscqucn tly. re earch rs have highlighted the significance of good mental functioning 

in determining cogniti capacity, physical health, quality of life, and social productivity 

(ll uppcrt. 2005; Linley & Joseph. 2004). 

T he tudy of resilience examined the interplay between risk and protective factors 

in an attempt to find out the behavioral and mental health outcomes for individuals 

(Edmond Auslander Elze, & Bowland, 2006). When a resilience study uses a main 

effect model, protective factors have been defined as "those [factors] that distinguished 

high-functioning children at risk from those who developed serious problems" (Luthar, 

Cicchetti , & Becker, 2000, p. 546). These factors facilitated more favorable outcomes in 

people who have experienced significant adversities (Masten, 1994). Researchers have 

identified the following individual, family, and community protective factors that have 

been shown to be influential in the promotion of resilient trajectories: education (Edmond 

et al. , 2006; Resnick et al., 1997), family support (Luster & Small, 1997), peer influence 

(Biundo, 2001), future orientation (Wyman et al., 1993), and religion (Greene & Conrad, 

2002). 
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.'chc I, r · ha\ c highlighted the imponanc of educational e a protecti e 

t,Ktor · aunin t tre sfu l famil) ituati n . In a national tudy examining adolescent 

h~:alth. Rc ·nick and llcague ( 1997) identified chool connect dness as a protective 

factor again t every health risk except teenage pregnancy. chool success has also been 

found t · ignificantl Pduce the li kelihood of experiencing mental health or behavioral 

problem among exually abu ed ado le cents (Luster & Small , 1997). Edmond et al. 

(2006) ex min d rc ii i nt trajec tori es in sexuall y abused adolescent girls in the foster 

care ·y tcm and found tha t gi rl s with resilient traj ectori es were significantly more certain 

or th ir educational plans fo r both high school and college. Logistic regression revealed 

that certainty of educational plan s for high school was the most significant predictor of 

girl v\' ith resi lient trajectories. Another study revealed education to be crucial for 

deve loping options for youth whose lives had been shaped by distress and poverty 

(Hyman & Will iams, 200 1 ). Hyman and Williams found that adolescents manage better 

in the face of adversity if they feel they are accomplished in an area such as academics or 

athletics. 

Family support and peer influence have also been found to be important 

protective factors related to resilience. Werner and Smith (1982) found that the absence 

of behavioral problems at school , and sources of support in the family , neighborhood, 

school , and community were significant correlates of resilience. Their study revealed that 

many youth, including those viewed as having a poor prognosis, had the ability to 

rebound and lead secure li ves as adults when they had received suffi c ient social support. 
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HI undo(~ -)highlighted the impon ancc of ocia l n tworks such as school places of 

\\or -hip. • nd c mmuni t agenci in pr moting re ili ence. Re ults indicated that 

intaacti n · \Vith peer · and cia l re lationships are k y factors in reducing stress and 

promoting menta l health. Lu t r and mall ( 1997) investi gat d protective factors in 

sc:\uall) nbu -cd ad le ent and fo und that youth who had supp01tive relationships with 

their p<.~rent \\ re le like ly to have suicidal thoughts or to binge drink. 

Rc ear hers hav linked optimism, which entails positive expectations about the 

future, to ada ptive coping and good physical health (Scheier & Carver, 1987; Wyman, 

Cowen. Work , & Kerley, 1993). Wyman et al . (1993) found that future orientation was a 

pro tecti ve fac tor among early adolescents who had experienced life stress. The authors 

repon ed that adolescents who had positive expectations about the future had fewer 

negati ve effects of high levels of stress on participants' self-reported sense of 

competency. Werner and Smith (1992) asserted that future expectations were often a key 

factor in differentiating individuals who overcame adversity from those who did not. 

They found that participants who were resilient often established occupational plans by 

early adulthood. In addition to quantitative research demonstrating the importance of 

future orientation, qualitative studies have yielded similar results. Henry (1997) examined 

the ways in which children who were mistreated by a primary caregiver coped with living 

in an abusive home. Results indicated that future orientation was one of five themes 

explaining how children were able to overcome this situation. Edmond et al. (2006) 
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found that g•rl "ith rc ·ihcnt Lr ~c ·tori cor d igni ficantl higher on the future 

on nt li n ··ale. indicuting that they were mor optimi tic about their futures. 

Ben d 1991. - 4 con cptualizcd three nvironmental protective factors for 

youth: aring rduti n hips. high cxpectati n mes ages. and opportunities for 

participation and < ntributi n. cc rding to Benard (2004), caring relationships convey 

lo\ing upp n. tru t. and un onditional love. Caring relationships are characterized by 

comp s ·i n nd n njudgm ntal love. aregivers in these relationships look underneath 

negati c behavior in carch ftheir causes. Miller (1990) highlighted the importance of 

urvivor of childho d cxua l abu e and trauma being able to tell their story to someone 

who b li ed them becau c it is healing and validating. The National Research Council 

and the ln titutc of Medicin reported : "Supportive relationships are critical 'mediums' 

of development. They provide an environment of reinforcement, good modeling, and 

constructive feedback for physical, intellectual, psychological, and social growth" (Eccles 

& Gootman, 2002, p. 96). The report also indicated that "The attentive, caring, and wise 

voice of a supportive adult gets internalized and becomes part ofthe youth's own voice" 

(Eccles & Gootman, 2002, p. 96). 

Benard (2004) defined high expectations as "clear, positive, and youth-centered" 

(p. 45) . These expectations are meant to provide structure and safety, and communicate 

the adults' belief in the youths' resilience and challenge the young persons to become all 

they can be. Caregivers are expected to use youths ' strengths, interests, dream , and goa ls 

to encourage their motivation and drive for personal growth and learn ing. I ligh 
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l help) outh t ) under land and mbrace their i1mate resilience and 

It )\\Cf. 

'r ·attn' OpfX rtunitic . for )OUth participation and contribution is an inherent 

out me f rdati< n hips ba ·cd on caring and high expectations (Benard , 2004). When 

youth arc gi\cn the opportunit) to parti c ipate in c hall enging, engaging activities, their 

range f r' ·ilicn c trcngth · arc promoted . Participating in group or cooperative activities 

fullill the p ych I gical need for belongi ng. Werner and Smith (1992) found that when 

youth parti ip tc in activitic that a ll ow them to be part of a cooperative enterprise (e.g., 

being a he rl adcr, rai ing an an imal for 4-H Club), they are connected to a group that 

can erve a a urrogate family when needed . Participating in artistic forms of creative 

expr s ion is a l o importan t for youth and can he lp them develop resilience strengths 

(Benard, 2004). Benard a l o highlighted the ways in which caring relationships, high 

expectations, and creating opportunities for participation and contribution apply across 

families , schools, and communities. These protective factors can help activate youths' 

internal resilience mechanisms to endure life' s challenges and overcome adversity. 

Project Competence is a longitudinal study which has followed 205 children and 

families from the 1970s to the present. More than 30 years later, the study persists with 

over 90% of its original population still participating. After extensively rev iewing the 

data collected on these children, Masten (2001) discerned that young ad ults who 

displayed resilience in their 20s had shown ce11ain characteri stics during childhood. 

These characteristics included good attention and inte ll ectual abilities agreeab le 
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~ : nalit) in ·hi lJluod. on · ienti u ne and achie ement motivation reduced 

r~u ti\ it) t tr . . parenting quality during chi ldhood and adolescence, positive self

c n ·cpt. nd mp ·ten ·c in a ademic and ocial childhood behavior. Most of these 

·hara tcri ti · arc the rc ·ult of bi I gi a l and environmental interactions (Clinton, 2008). 

Ia ·ten (1 8) c ncludcd that 

uth \-\h( 0\'crc me chi ldhood ad ersity and continue on to adult success have 

m rc pr tc tions and r sources in their lives than their peers who do not fare as 

ell. We b ervcd ·tate bloomers' whose lives took a dramatic turn for the better 

in the tran ition to ad ulthood , suggesting that new resources, opportunities, and 

upport converge in this window to promote positive change. (p. 1) 

Hauser, Allen, and Golden (2006) also examined the processes underlying 

resilience. They conducted interviews with teens who had been severely disturbed as 

teenagers and had to be admitted to a locked unit in a psychiatric facility. While the 

majority of the teens interviewed continue to lead very troubled lives, some of these 

youth had not only survived, but thrived. Based on their research, Hauser and colleagues 

identified three characteristics critical to resilience: (1) an interest in prevailing over 

adversity and personal agency (a sense that their actions matter and that they can 

effectively intervene in their lives); (2) a self-reflective style; and (3) a dedication to 

relationships. 

According to research by Masten (2008) and I lauser et al. (2006), resi lience 

tended to endure. Competence and developmental tasks at one age tended to predict 
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eft ll\ cl} :itlv • dc:vd pmcnt later in life. I Io e er, these researchers also learned 

rh t r iii ·n \: an c de\ eloped I t r n: man flourishing young people lacked 

n: ih~n ·during carl) ud\'cr ity. but ultimat I demonstrated resilience in the long run. 

Clinton(- 0 ) n ted that rc ilicnt hi ldren are self- refl ective of their life story and see 

that th y an impact th ir tory in p siti e \ ays. 

' e tion um mary 

Rc iliencc has been recognized as a biopsychosocial-spiritual phenomenon 

(Gr n , 2002), which in olv s coping successfull y with and overcoming change, 

adver it , or ri sk tewart et al. 1997). Theori sts have identified biological , 

p ychological , spiritua l, and soc ia l characteri stics of resilience as well as a host of risk 

and protective factors that can either hinder or help foster resilience. Resilience research 

has primarily focused on children and adolescents ; thus, further research on resilience in 

adults is needed. 

Religion and Resilience 

Researchers have explored the relationship between resilience and religion. 

Studies have demonstrated the significance of religion in people' s lives and its potential 

to serve as a protective factor against substance abuse and mental health difficulties. 

During their comprehensive review, Masten and colleagues (1990) identifi ed several 

studies in which congregational membership and fa ith in a higher power emerged as 

protective factors . A spiritual relationship with a compas ionat h igher power has al o 

been identified as a critical factor in enduring substantial trauma o er time and ha helped 
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~"! 1plc t find a ·n c of m~.:aning and agen y in pite of ab u e (W illiams, Lindsey, Kurtz, 

& Jan i ·. - 0 I). A ( n ·idcrable am unt f research ha indicated that health, healing and 

n::ilicn ·arc cnhan ·db) a pcr ·onal pirituality that is carried out in daily life 

rdati n hip . nd Cr¥ i e to thc r · in n cd (Koenig et al. , 200 I; Pargament, 2007). F. 

Wal h (2 notcd that pc pic ith a deep and integrated spirituality are more open

mind d. g.i\'ing. and f rgiving in their per onal relationships. These people also manage 

th ir tre · better. have !c cr a lcohol or drug problems, lower rates of suicide, and Jess 

depres i n. R ·carch ha a l o demonstrated that spiritual rituals, meditation, and prayer 

can improve health and healing by influencing immune, neurological, and cardiovascular 

system (F. Walsh) . 

A vast number of studies have demonstrated the importance of strong faith and 

religious involvement. Werner and Smith (2001) conducted a longitudinal resilience 

study in at-risk youths in poor multi ethnic families living on the island of Kauai. Findings 

of their study indicated that religion was a protective factor from childhood through 

adulthood. By providing a sense of hope, mission, and salvation, religious affiliation and 

personal faith provided a source of strength for individuals and their families during 

times of adversity. Follow-up studies indicated that resilience could be created and lives 

altered over the course of the life cycle. A crisis could turn into an epiphany, opening 

lives to a previously untapped spiritual resource . 

According to F. Walsh (2008), " like culture and ethnicity, lsp irituality] invol es 

streams of experience that flow through all aspects of life. from fami ly heritage to 
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and practice , and shared faith communities" (p. 61). F. 

\\a) ·h ·trc ·. d that. piritual b f inOuence the way people: handle adversity, 

~xpericn ·e ·utTering, xp ricn c mptoms (their meaning cause, and future course), 

ommunicat ab ut th ir pain, approach health and mental health professionals, and 

prcfl r parti ul r pathway to r co cry. F. Walsh also pointed out that many people who 

·eek for m tiona!, ph s ica!, or interpersonal concerns are also experiencing 

spiritual di tre s. Th rcfor it i imperati ve that clinicians are able to address the spiritual 

comp n nt as a ourc of understanding distress, and also a potential resource for healing 

and resilience. 

One limitat ion of previous research regarding religiousness is the way in which 

this construct has been measured. Many studies have measured the level of religiousness 

based on worship service attendance alone, which is not necessarily indicative of 

religiousness. Another limitation of previous research is that studies often look at 

religiousness or spirituality, rather than both. This study will utilize a multidimensional 

measure of religiousness and spirituality to help correct for these two limitations. 

Additionally, many studies have found religion and/or spirituality to be a protective 

factor relating to resiliency, but few studies have exan1ined the direct relationship 

between religion/spirituality and resilience. Also, the literature on resilience has primarily 

focused on children and adolescent populations. There is a need to expand resil ience 

research to adult populations, including college students. To the res archer's knowledge, 

no study to date has examined the relationship between reli giousne /spirituality and 
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rc ill n among ·c II ·gc ·tudents u ·ing the Brief Multidimensional Measure of 

Rchgtou nc:: ' piritualit) and the Rc ilicncc cale. 

Hypotheses 

In the current ·tudy. the author sought to examine the ways in which levels of 

rcligiou ne t·pirituality affect I v I of resilience. Studying this relationship can add to 

the rc ar h ba · · of rcligio sp irituality and resiliency. Assessing these variables can 

also help dclincat if there is a relation hip between religiousness/spirituality and 

re ili~.:nc , and v.:hat type of r lationship exists . If results indicate that aspects of 

religiou ne s/ piritualit increase resilience, psychologists can use this information to 

help clients who identify as religious/spiritual to draw from these resources during times 

of distress. 

Based on the review of the literature, the following hypotheses were formulated. 

• Hypothesis 1 predicted that individuals who have higher levels of daily 

spiritual experiences would have higher levels of resilience. 

• Hypothesis 2 predicted that individuals who have higher levels of 

values/beliefs would have higher levels of resilience. 

• Hypothesis 3 predicted that individuals who have higher levels of 

forgiveness would have higher levels of resilience. 

• Hypothesis 4 predicted that people who engage in hi gher levels of privat 

religious practices would have hi gher leve ls of resilience. 
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• I I) r<llhcsis - pred ic ted that peopl ho ha e higher leve ls of positi ve 

rdigic us ·pirituul c ping would have higher levels of resilience. 

• 11) p )thcsi · 6 predic ted that people who have higher levels of negative 

rcligious/spiritunl coping would have lower levels of resilience. 

• ll ypothc ·is 7 prcdi ted that people who report higher levels of religious 

·upp rt \ c uld report higher levels of res ilience. 

• ll ypothcsis 8 predic ted that people w ith higher levels of organizational 

re ligio usnc a uld have higher levels of resilience. 

• Hypothe is 9 pred icted that people who have higher overall self-rankings 

wo uld ha e h igher leve ls of resilience. 

• Hypothesis 10 predicted that overall spiritual self-ranking would have a 

stronger pos iti ve correlation with resilience than overall religious self-

ranking. 
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H PTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

rhrce hundred · cv~.:n ty-nine undergraduate students from a midsize Southwestern 

predominant! women' univers ity were recruited to participate in this study. Students 

enrolled in und rgraduatc p ychology classes received course credit, in partial fulfillment 

of cour e requirement , or gi en extra credit, depending on the course for which they 

sought credit. Four participants had missing data, thus, 375 individuals were included in 

the final sample. 

Instrumentation 

Participants completed three questionnaires, including the author-generated 

Demographics Questionnaire (see Appendix A), the Brief Multidimensional Measure of 

Religiousness/Spirituality (Fetzer Institute/National Institute on Aging, 1999; see 

Appendix B), and The Resilience Scale (Wagnild & Young, I 993 ; see Appendix C). 

Demographics Questionnaire 

An eight-item demographics questionnaire (see Appendix A) was developed to 

obtain information about participants ' age, gender, sex, ethnicity, sexual ori entation, 

relational status, children, and religious preference. 
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Uri f . u tidim n:ionul 1\ lca:urc of Rcligiou nes /Spirituality 

'1 he Bri ·f . tultiJim~:n ·i nal Ieasure of Religiousness/Spirituality (BMMRS) is a 

. ·11-n::p rt . Ur\ C) nsi ·ting r.., item \ ith Lik rt scale formats , designed by the Fetzer 

In ·titul lA ~ r u ·c in hea lth-re lated research (Fetzer lnstitute/NIA, 1999). 

B f 1R ' it m · w re included in the 1998 Gen ral Social Survey (GSS). Based on the 

G finding ·. ldl rand c llcague (2003) reported on the conceptual and empirical 

dcvclopm nl a w II a the p ychometric data and population distribution of the BMMRS 

and c n ludcd : 

Finding from the 1998 GS sho wed that all indicators of religious and/or 

piritual experience were endorsed by substantial numbers of respondents, that the 

items formed reliable indices within domains, that the indices were moderately 

but mostly not highly correlated with each other, and that they had the expected 

relationships with other measures of concepts. Overall, the instrument has the 

appropriate characteristics of reliability and validity to be used in further research . 

(p. 356) 

It is important to note that the following instructions, as worded by the 

NIA/Fetzer Institute (1999), were included in the instructions for completing the scale: 

"The list that follows includes items you may or may not experience. Please consider if 

and how ojten you have these experiences, and try to disregard whether you feel you 

should or should not have them. In addition, a number ofitems use the word 'God.' Ifthi 
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1wrd i. 1wt 1 ·um/orlah/e one. plea ·e sub tirure another idea thar calls to mind the divine 

vr ho~\ ' for you " 

·1 he H 1 IR ' con t in · l - dimensions: daily spiritual experiences, meaning, 

\Uiw.~ · ~Jicf'. forgi\cn~ ·. J ri ate religiou practices, religious and spiritual coping, 

rcligiou. ·upport, n::Jigiou /spiritual hi story, commitment, organizational religiousness, 

religiou ~ pref renee. and o erall se lf- ranking. For this study, eight subscales (31 items) 

wcr I ct d in luding daj I ·pi ritual experiences, values/beliefs, forgiveness, private 

religious practice ·. religious and spiritual coping, religious support, organizational 

religiou nc s, and o era ll se lf-ra nking. The meaning subscale was not utilized because 

etz r Institute working group reported that no final decisions have been made 

regardi ng this domain and did not believe it was appropriate to include this domain in the 

BMMRS at thi s time. The commitment subscale was not used because it asks about 

monetary contributions to religious causes and this type of data cannot be scaled in the 

same manner as the rest of the data. The religious preference subscale was not used 

because it asks about current religious preference, and this information will be collected 

in the demographic questionnaire. The religious/spiritual history subscale was not utilized 

because it asks about specific ages at which spiritual/religious experiences may have 

occurred. Lower scores are indicative of a greater degree of religiousness or spiritual 

experience for all BMMRS items. 

The subscale, daily spiritual experiences, measures " the individual s perception 

of the transcendent (God, the divine) in dail y life and the perception or int raction with 
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cr im oh ·mcnt oC the tr n cnd~.:nt in I if ., (F tzer institute lA, 1999, p. ll). This 

· ub~- ale ontains ·i. ill:m that are an wcred using a six-point Likert scale anchored by l 

(man} lim '.\ a day) and nerer or almost never). Items include statements such as, "I 

find ·trength and mf rt in my rcligi n' ' and "I am spiritually touched by the beauty of 

·reation.·· 

The sub calc, ' 'alues;belie.f~· . measures the values and beliefs the individual places 

on religi n. This ·ub ·cales consists of two items that are answered using a four-point 

Likert cale anchored b I (strongly agree) and 4 (strongly disagree). Items consist of the 

statement , .. 1 b li eve in a God who wa tches over me" and "I feel a deep sense of 

respon ibility for r ducing pain and suffering in the world." 

The subscale,forgiveness, measures forgiveness of self, forgiveness of others, and 

forgi eness by God. This subscale contains three items rated on a four-point Likert scale, 

ranging from I (always or almost always) to 4 (never) . Items include the statements " I 

have forgiven myself for things that I have done wrong" and " I have forgiven those who 

hurt me." 

The subscale, private religious practices, assesses private re ligious and spiritual 

practices. This subscale contains four items rated on an eight-point Likert scale, rangi ng 

from l (more than once a day) to 8 (never), and one item rated on a five-point Likert 

scale, ranging from 1 (at all meals) to 5 (never). Items include statements such as 

"Within your religious or spiritual tradition, how often do you meditate?" and •·J Io 

often do you pray privately in places other than at church or synagogue?" For the 
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in ·Ju · j, it) . tht.: '' ord ing o f two items on this scale was slightly altered. The 

que ll n "I I '' on n do ) ou pra) pri ately in places other than at church or synagogue" 

"II '' ftcn d ou pray pri atcly other than in a house of worship?" The 

que ·ti n .. I I " lien do u read the Bible or other religious literature?" was changed to 

"I I \\ ol1en d • ou rc, d re i igio us texts or literature?" 

'I he ub · a le. religious and spiritual coping, assesses "two patterns of 

religiou I piri tual cop ing v ith tress ful life events: positive religious/spiritual coping 

reflec tive of bene a lent re li g ious methods of understanding and dealing with life 

stre or ; and negati e reli g ious/ piritual coping reflective of religious struggle in 

coping" (Fetzer lnstitute/NlA, 1999. p. 43). This subscale contains three items measuring 

positi e religious/spiritual coping rated on a four-point Likert scale anchored by 1 (a 

great deaf) and 4 (not at al[). This subscale contains three items measuring negative 

religious/spiritual coping rated on a four-point Likert scale anchored by 1 (a great deaf) 

and 4 (not at al[). This subscale contains one item measuring overall religious/spiritual 

coping rated on a four-point Likert scale anchored by 1 (very involved) to 4 (not involved 

at al[). Items include statements such as "I work together with God as partners;" "I feel 

God is punishing me for my sins or lack of spirituality;" and "To what extent is your 

religion involved in w1derstanding or dealing with stressful situations in any way?" 

The subscale, religious support, measures certain aspects of the social 

relationships between individuals and others in their shared place of wor hip. Thi 

subscale contains four items. Two items are answered using a rour-p int Likert- calc 
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an h n.:d h) I (a Kreul leal) and 4 (none) and two items are answered using a four-point 

I (ver:v (~lien) and 4 (never). Items include statements such as 

··If · u "·r~ ill. h '' mu h would the people in our congregation help out?" and "How 

on n d the t: pic in o ur c ngregation make too many demands on you?" 

The ub a! , organi::a/ional religiousness, assesses the level of an individual's 

involv m nt \\ith a formal publ ic religious institution. This subscale contains two items 

rated on ix-point Likert ·calc anchored by I (more than once a week) and 6 (never). 

Item in Jude the tatcments ' 'l low often do you go to religious services?" and "Besides 

religiou rvicc hov often do yo u take part in other activities at a place of worship?" 

The sub ca le, overall se(lranking, measures the extent to which people identify 

as religious and sp iri tual. This subscale contains one item rated on a four-point Likert

scale anchored by 1 (very relig ious) and 4 (not religious at all), and one item rated on a 

four-point Likert-sca le anchored by I (very spiritual) and 4 (not spiritual at all). These 

items are "To what extent do you consider yourself a religious person?" and "To what 

extent do you consider yourself a spiritual person?" 

The Resilience Scale 

The Resilience Scale (RS) is a 26-item scale, developed by Wagnild and Young 

(1993), based on both qualitative and quantitative studies among older adults 

demonstrating resilience. Psychometric evaluation of the scale yielded Cronbach alphas 

ranging from .76 to .91 (Wagnild & Young). An extensive review finstrum nts 

assessing resilience reported that multiple research applications or the R ' ith men and 
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" men. varic us age . and multiple ethnic groups. a ll demonstrate good reliability (Ahern, 

Ku:hl, 1-, · B)cr'. ~0 6). Item arc an \ ered using a even-point Likert scale 

an horcd . I (\lrongly disagree) and 7 (strongly agree). Items include statements such 

a .. \\ h n I'm in a difficult ·ituation, I can usua ll y find my way out of it;" "I can usually 

look at a · ituati n in u numb r or' a s:" and "My life has meaning." Higher scores 

indi at greater n:si licnce. 

Procedure 

Parti ipants were recrui ted from undergraduate psychology courses at a 

predominantly wom n' un i vcrsity located in a Southwestern state. These students 

rccei cd research credit, in parti al fulfillment of course requirements, or extra credit for 

participating in this study. The principal investigator announced the research opportunity 

through a recrui tment flyer (see Appendix D) on Blackboard, which is a website that 

all ows students to gather resources and collect information about the courses in which 

they are enrolled. Blackboard is strictly a course-related site and is not open to the public. 

The recruitment fl yer briefly described the study and listed the inclusion criterion that 

participants must be at least 18 years of age. 

A link to the online survey was posted on Blackboard by which undergraduate 

students participated. Individuals who voluntarily chose to participate in thi s study read 

an informed consent form (see Appendix E), and were asked to click an 

acknowledgement box at the beginning of the online survey, ignifying their consent to 

participate in the study. After consenting, parti c ipants were a ked to ompl tc a 
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Ul: ·ti nnairc. the BMM R (Fetzer Institute/NIA 1999), and the RS 

ung. 1993 ). Part icipants did not provide any type of personally identifying 

infom1 ti n thl:r than de ·criptive data, and the de criptive data was not linked directly to 

· . The Dl:m graphics Que tionnaire also gave participants the opporttmity 

to requc t th. t a ummary f result s be sent to them at the conclusion of the study. A 

refcrralli t flo al therap ist and counse ling agencies was provided to all participants in 

a of emoti ona l d i comfort ( ce Appendix F). Upon completion of the study, 

parti ipant r i cd a r pondent identification number. Participants returned the 

rc earchlcxtra credit form to the ir course instructor in order to receive credit. 

The princi pal inves ti gator routinely checked the online database to assess the 

number of surveys comple ted. Data were collected until a minimum of 300 participants 

responded. Next, the data were downloaded from PsychData and entered into an SPSS 

spreadsheet and analyzed using descriptive statistics and correlations analysis. The 

hypotheses of this research were tested using Pearson correlations to determine how the 

dependent variable of resilience was related to the independent variables of 

religiousness/spirituality. This type of statistical analysis determined if there were 

discernible patterns in the ways people score on the BMMRS and the RS. 

Steps were taken to minimize the risks of pat1icipation and to protect 

confidentiality. All participation was entirely voluntary, and participant were allow d to 

withdraw from the study at any time with no penalty. The informed consent letter 

informed participants of the sensitive nature of thi s resea rch and de lineated the po "iblc 
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ri k inv h c:d and the: steps tak.cn to minimize th risks. Based on sample 

:1dmini trn tion • paniciputi n ''a · c. pected to take approximately 30 minutes. 

P·trticipant · lill~d out the o n lin ·ur. cy at a place and time of their choosing. 

tatistical Analyses 

J I. p the i · I , '' hich predicted that indi iduals who have higher levels of 

Jail) pi ritua l c. pc ricnccs would have higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson 

correl li n. I I) pothcsis 2. \·\'hich predicted that individuals who have higher levels of 

va lue lb lief would have higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. 

llypothesi . which predicted that individuals w ho have higher levels offorgiveness 

would ha e higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. Hypothesis 4, 

which predicted that people who engage in higher levels of private religious practices 

would have higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. Hypothesis 5, 

which predicted that people who have higher levels of positive religious/spiritual coping 

would have higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. Hypothesis 6, 

which predicted that people who have higher levels of negative religious/spiritual coping 

would have lower levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. Hypothesis 7, 

which predicted that people who report higher levels of religious support would report 

higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation. Hypothesis 8, which 

predicted that people with higher levels of organizational religiou ness would have 

higher levels of resilience, was tested by Pearson correlation . I lypothe is 9, which 

predicted that people who have higher overall se lf-rankings would have higher le cl f 
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rc. ilicn ·c.:. \\a tcstcJ h) Pearson correlati n. I I pothe i l 0, which predicted that overall 

~piritual clf-mnJ,.ing \\c ulJ ha' c a trongcr positive correlation with resilience than 

1naall rc:li ginu df-ranking, \\ as tested by Pearson conelation. 
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